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ARTICLE V.-Contributions
to a Knowledge of the Natural Enemies
of Phyllophaga.* Bv JOHNJ. DAvrs, Entomological Assistant, Cereal
and Forage Crop In sect Investigation, Bureau of Entomology, U. S.
Department of Agriculture.

INTRODUCTION

On account of the difficulty of controlling the common white-grubs,
which pass ninety-fi ve per cent. of their life under ground, their natural
enemies are of unu sual importance to the farmer. No one species of
animal ca n be regarded as the most important check on the increase of
the grub, but of its insect enemies the black di.gger-wasps belonging to
th e genus Tiphia are undoubtedly the most generally common and widespread, and are among the most effective insect parasites of white-grubs.
In some sections the yellow-banded digger-wasps of the genus Elis are
abundant, and in others asilid larvae of one species or another are of
considerable importance. Two-winged flies of the ortalid genus Pyrgota
and others of the family Tachinidae parasitize the beetles, are generally
distributed, and serve as significant checks. Among the native mammals
and birds the skunk and crow sta nd out as model s of efficiency in grub
eradication.
Dis,eases of various kinds are effective spora dically , but
their occurrence is too infrequent, too local , and too dependent on
weather conditions to make th em as generally use ful and reliable as the
insects, mammals, and birds mentioned above.
The efficiency of certain of the enemies of the white-.grubs has been
repeatedly demonstrated.
During 1915 a nematode disease became
evident in some sections , and heav ily infested fields were practically
freed of white-grubs by the action of this parasite. In another section,
during the same year, a protozoan disease eradicated the pest in some
fields. The black digger-wasps have undoubtedly controlled the grub in
some sect ions where the pest once wrought havoc to corn crops. Adversely, the destruction of wild game, including birds and mammals, is
apparently responsible in part for the increasing abundance of such
de st ructi ve pests as white-grubs. These insects are seldom so injuriou s
or wide-spread as were the destr uctive broods of 1912 and 1915, and
th eir superabundance at any given time or place is apparently due to a
decrease in the natural enemies which under ordinary conditions would
keep them under rea sona ble control.
The value attached to their natural enemies in the control of the
white-grubs is well shown by the fact that the Porto Rican sugar-growers
• The specific sy nonymy
of this genus her e adopted
is that given by Glasgow
in hi s revision
of the sy n onymy of the genus Phyllophaga
Harris
(Lachnosterna
Hope)-Bul.
Ill. State Lab. Kat. Hi st., Vol. 11, Art. 5, Feb., 1916.
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have had an expert traveling throughout the United States for severa l
years gathering parasites for use in the control of the white-grubs in
Porto Rico, where they are very injurious to sugar-cane and other crops.
The obj ect of this paper is to place on record our preliminary
observatio ns, to bring toget her the complete records of white-grub
enem ies for the use of others in this work, and to stimulate the tndy
of the beneficia l spec ies occurring in different localities. The writer is
especially anxious to receive livin g parasites from all ~ections of the
country, and persons able and wi llin g to cooperate are requested to
notify us of that fact.
The writer i especia lly gratefu l to Mes rs. W. R. Walton and H.
E. Smith and Dr. J. M. A ldri ch, who determined most of the dipterous
parasites, and to Mr.
. B. Gahan for the determination of the Hyme noptera. Thanks are due the variou state and bureau official mentioned
hereafter in the text, who have furni bed specimens used in our work.
We al so take this opportunity of expresising our appreciation of the
cooperation and assi tance of colleagues who have served at the Lafayette Laboratory from time to time, including Phi lip Luginbill, C. W.
Creer, W. J. Phi llips, R. J. Kew ley, A. F. Satterthwait, H. J. Hart, F. A.
Fenton, S. L. Ma on, H. Fox, D. G. Tower, and D. A . Ricker. Photograph for figures 8, 10, 12, 28, 30, 31, 41, and 42 of the plates were taken
by Mr. J. H. Paine; and the exce llent drawings for the text illustrations
were, with a few exceptions, made by Miss E. H. Hart and Mr. vV. R.
'\Valton, of the U. S. Bureau of Entomology, for which the writer expres ses grateful acknowledgment.
The writer is further indebted to his
brother, H. A. Davis, for the lettering of charts I and II.
To Dr. S. A. Forbes, the writer wishes to express his gratitude for
the inspiration and encouragement received when as a member of the
staff of the State Entomo logist's office he fir st attemp ted studi e on
white-grub enemies, and for the opportunity afforded for the publication
of this paper.
ECOLOGICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

Although this paper is intended primarily to present the known
facts relative to the individual enemies of Phyllophaga, it eems desirable
briefly to note some of the relations existing between the many para ites,
hyperpara sites, and predators, and their hosts. The two accompanying·charts present the e facts graphically and require but few words of
explanation.
Chart I shows in a concise form the enemies of Phyllophaga from
egg to adult.
Chart II is a diagramatic illustration of the relations existing between Phyllophaga and its enem ies, but does not take into con ideration
the interrelation
of Phyllophaga and other beet le such a Cata lpa,
Cyclocephala, and Ligyrus, which are attacked by some of the same
enemie , since this would complicate and confuse the diagram.
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(hr'/'aJ\t)\I

Mutillidae U)
Rhip;phorus (1)
Exoproao
/inthrax

CH ART I.

Conc ise exh ib it of th e en emi es of eg g , la1·va , pup a,
a nd a dult

o f Ph y U o pha ga .

Micropht hal ma

Ti phi a

A 1nphibians

<'HAR1'

TT. D iag -..a m 5h owi n g interrel

a ti on s of I'h y l!oph aga

a nd its en emie s.

o f pa r as it e

01·

Th e a rrow s point toward s the foocl-p la nl , ho s t, or prey

pr ed a t or .
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It w ill be not iced that the leng th of the va rious stages of the host
has a direct relation to the numb er of enem ies in each stage. T he egg
and pupa each exist as such on ly abo ut one month and, in additio n, are
well protected in their earthen cells , hence we find but few natural ene mie s affecting them. On the other hand, the lar va,• which exists for a
much longer period, is beset with enemies, among the most important of
which are digger-wasps belonging to the ge nera T iphi a and E lis, whic h
are thoroughly adapted to burrowi ng through the soil in searc h of their
host. T hese pa rasites have undoubtedly been respon sible for the pr actica l eradication of grub s in ceratin areas-sometimes
rather restri cted,
which can be accounted for by the fact that Tip hi a at least, on acco un t
of its large body and comparat ively sma ll wing s, is unable to fly any
great d ista nce. Likewi se, T iphia, as well as all ot her wh ite-grub parasites, is somewhat checked in its increase by the lengt h of its li fe cycle
as compared with that of Phy llophaga, the parasite havi ng a one-year,
and the host, as a genera l rule, a three-year, cycle, and alt houg h grubs of
a pa rti cu lar size are pr ese nt each year there is seldom more th an one
destructive brood; that is, an abund ance of a .grub of a particu lar size
occurs only eve ry three yea r s, and alt hough the digger-wasp parasites
may become very abundant one yea r they are lik ely to decrease in numbers th e fo llow ing yea r on acco unt of lack of ho st mat erial. Another
importan t detrimental influ ence affect ing these wasps is plowing, wh ich
expo ses the cocoon to h eat and drouth in summ er, to th e cold of wi nt er,
and to the attacks of predaceous mammals and bird s.
The ad ult dipterou s flies of the genera Microp hth alma and Ptilodexia are not adapted to enter the soil in sea rch of their prey as is Tiphia,
and must therefore depo sit their youn g in crack s and crevices of the
earth, the la rvae being obliged to search for the grubs of their ho st
insect; hence it appears that these species a re more ab und ant in sandy
and porous soils which offer the least resista nce to .a searc h fo r the grubs.
Whether the flies are able to locate infested areas and thus depos'it their
progeny in favorable locati ons is not known, but it seems lik ely that
thi s is the case. The hymenoptero us enemie s of the genera Pelecinus
and Ophion, and the Diptera belonging to th e bomb yliid gen us Sparnopolius are so rarely enco unt ered that they are of no ar pre ciab le
importance in th eir influ ence on the grub population. T he beetles of the
family Carabidae and their larvae a re naturally predaceous and liv e in or
on the sur face of the soil, being always aler t in their searc h for soft bodied p rey. Soil-in habiting asi lid an d tabanid larv ae a re lik ewise genera lly p redaceo u s, but the As ilid ae are much th e more imp or tant as
white-grub enemies because th ey inh abit upl and soils which are favorable to the development of most P hyllophaga species, while the Tabanidae a re typ ically low -gro und and marsh-inhabiting
in sects. Likewise
we have in the As ilid ae a most int erest ing example of a lif e cyc le conforming to that of Phyllopha.ga; at lea st it appears th at two species of
Promachus ha ve a three-year cycle as doe s the ho st, and , furth erm or e,
they are able to live for long periods without food- an adaptat ion of
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the greatest importance when we reflect that the larvae must forage, and
apparently blindly, through the soil in search of grubs which may be
few and far between. The Asilidae are also more or less beneficial in
th e adult stage as predaceous on other in sects, though not attacking
May-beetles. since t~1e former are diurnal and the latte r nocturnal in
habit of flight. On the other hand , the adult Tabanidae, or horse-flies,
are well-known stock pests. The va riou s nematodes and the protozoan,
bacterial, and fungous diseases of Phyllophaga are but little understood.
None of the se agencies are known to be con sistent check s, on the multiplication of white-grubs, but occasionally one or the other of them
appea r s in such force as to wipe out th e entir e white-grub population
in so me a reas. Favorable climatic conditions and ab und a nce of the
grubs are the two mo st important factors promoting the appearance of
th e di seases; and, unfortunat ely, the se condi tions can not be duplicated
in the field by artifici al means , and they occur too r are ly to act as reliable
check s. The fungous disease s also affe ct the insect parasites of whitegrubs.
The various nat ive mamm als and bird s are amo ng our most depe ndable fr ien ds, espec ially such animal s as th e skunk and suc h birds as the
crows and robins. which seem instincti ve ly to scent the grubs and
l\Jay -beetles an d sea rch th e so il for them. M any of the other animal
pr edator s, especially bi rd s, are depend ent on th e plow to turn up the
grul>s.
U nd oubt edly the incre ase in 11·hite -grub s in certain sect ions of the
country is due larg ely. if not who lly. to the destruct ion of the wild
mammal s and bird s which in years past pr eve nte d such insects from increas ing to abnorma l abundance.
Respecting th e insect para sites of th e adult May-beet les, it sho uld
be noted th at a ll excep ting th e sarcop hagid s, mo st of which are probably
not true par asi te s, are nocturn al in habit as is their ho st. l\Iost Maybeetle spec ies are entirely nocturna l, feed ing on the foliage of tre es at
night and hiding bene ath rubbi sh or in th e soil by clay. The tachinid
para sites of the ad ult depo sit their eggs on th e beetles whi le the latt er
are qui et ly feed ing or copulating and ar e least lik ely to be di sturb ed;
bu t the ortalid flies of th e genu s 1 yrgota attack th e beet les in flight. T he
Pyrgota speci es. depo sit their eggs in th e bod ies of the l\Iay-beet les, the
opening of who se elytra in flight ex pose s th e only part of th e body sof t
enoug h to be pierced by th e ovip os itor of th e parasite. A few sarcopha.gicls may be r egarded with reasonab le certainty as May-beet le parasites,
and it is intere sting to note that th ey hav e be en reared only from P.
la11ceolata and P. cribrosa, whi ch are day-flying speci es, as a re th ese
para sites.
When we furth er reflect that these ene mi es are lik ewise attacked by
parasites, that some birds and mammal s which destroy Phyllophaga
may also de stroy the beneficial parasites, that the ad ult of one predaceou s
lar va may prey on th e adult of a similar predaceou s larv a, and th at the
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pre<laceous larvae likewise may attack one another, we begin . to realize
the immen se comp lexity of the interrelations of these animals .
These few remarks indicate the importance . of studying more thoroug hly the interrelations of i11sect pest s and their enemies, and especially
the effects of varying conditions on each-problems
which are practically
untouched, and yet offer possibilities of the greate st economic importance.

Parasites of the larva
THE

BLACK

DIGGER-WASPS

(TIPHL\

sr>p.''')

The black digger-wasps are without doubt the most efficient and
abundant of the many parasites known to attack Phyllophaga . One or
anot her of the spec ies of Tiphia parasitic on our common white-grubs
( P hyllophaga spp.) is to be found in greater or less abundance in every
section of the United State east of the Rocky .Mountains.
The aduit wasps feed on the nectar of var ious road side flo,,·ers,
but much of their life is spe nt in the soil and therefore they are not
frequently encounte red. However, the rath er common occurrence of
th eir tan-colored, woolly, eo-g-shap ed cocoons in the soil, to be seen in
following the plow in almo st any sect ion of the country, is sufficient
proof of the beneficial activity of these wasps.
The black digger-wa sps were fir st recognized as parasiitic, or p1ore
strict ly speaking ectoparasitic, on white-grubs of the genus Phyllophaga
by Riley, who in 187-! pub lished an account of th e habit s and life history
of a spec ies which he referred to Say's Tiphia inornata (,i!J).t
Few
additional facts were learn ed until J 907, wh en Forbe s publi shed an
account (26) materially increasing our knowledge. Up to the present
time, ho,,·e, ·er, se\'eral specie s attacking white -grubs have been confused
and practicall y nothing has been known of the different kinds. From
our breeding records four species are now known to attack P hyllophaga
larvae in the United States, each depositing its eggs on a, different part
of the grub. and severa l other specie s are parasitic on rel ate d grubs, such
as Anornala, Ligyrus, Cyclocep hala, Dyscinetus, etc. A fifth species
( T. parallel a Smith) is a parasite of the grub Phytalis smithii-a grub
very much like our Phyllophag2-in
the British West Indies, and , according to Nowell (53), the egg of this wasp is laid in a position
identical with that of the egg of T. punctata on the Phyllophaga grub.
T. punctata Rob., our commone st spec ies, lay s its eg.g on the dorsum
of the thorax of the grub-or on the first or second abdominal segmentusually on the second or third thoracic seg ment, ju t to one side of the
median line. in a groove of the folds of the skin; T. inornata Say commonly lay s its egg on the under side of the thorax, usually between the
legs. but occasionally beneath the first abdominal segment; T. transversa
ay lays its egg on the und er side of the abdomen, usually on the fourth
• Determined
by Mr. A . B. Gahan, an d afterward
chec ked up by Gahan
a k ey prepared by l\Ir. J. R. :\1al loch
t Numbe rs m parentheses
ref er to literature
citations.

u sing
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or fifth segment; and T. vulgaris Rob. is supposed to oviposit on the
dorsum of the abdomen. In all cases the eggs are laid transversely and
secure ly glued to the inte.gurnent of the grub. It is interesting to recall
in this connection some observations made by the writer in Illinois in
1907 wh ile working under the direction of Dr. S. A. Forbes . The position of Tiphia eggs and lar vae on grub s was noted in many cases wh ile
grubs were being collected behind the plow, and in every case, in spring
and early summer, the eggs or la rvae were found on the under side eif
the thorax and between the legs of the white-grub and may have been
those of Tiphia inornata . In fall, on the other hand-that
is dur ing
September and October-of
the 63 eggs and larvae of Tiphia observed,
28 ( probably T. vulgaris) were on the dorsal surface of the abdomen
near the ana l encl; 24 (probab ly T. punctata) on the clorsum of the
thorax; and 1 ( probab ly T. inornata) was on the under side of the
thorax.
The time of appea rance of the wasps differs with the species, T.
punctata and T. transversa appearing relatively late in the season, usually
in the latte r part of July or the first of August, whi le T. ·inomata appears
early, that is from the lat ter part of Ap ril to the middle of May, and
T. vnlgaris issues from ea rly May to July acco rding to our records,
which are meager for thi s species. Relatively speaking, inornata appea rs
first, then vulgaris, and finally transversa and punctata, and since the
wasps may live for a month or more, the spec ies ove rlap considerab ly.
The appearance of the different species at different seasons acco unt s
for the supp osition that Tiphia has severa l generations in a year; but
our records show that under norm al cond itions there is only one ann ual
brood in the latit ud e of Indiana.
Ad ult Tip hias are often found in June a nd lat er, on the flowers of
such commo n roadside weeds as wild pars nip, aster, goldenrod , and
milkweed, the males always predominating, but more often the female
wasps are to be found in the fields, on the surface of the ground, or
making short flight s. The males are capab le of making extended flights,
but thi s the females are unable to do-except pos.sibly for the first few
days afte r emerg ing from the cocoons-owing
to the larger size of the
abdomen as compared with that of the wings. Us ually the female wasps
are found walking about over th e sur face of the gro und in a quick.
agitated manner, sometim es mak ing short flight s or jumps, wit h anten nae
continuously in motion, search ing for eviden ces of their hosts. They
make use of cracks, earthworm burrows, and possibly also of ant tunne ls,
in gain ing an entrance into the soil, but not infrequently dig in directly,
being admirably fitted to work their way th ro ugh rat her heavy soil with
littl e apparent effort.
Outside of our cages, we have noticed copulation only in culti vated
field s and along roadways, and always on th e surf ace of the gro und .
Fertilization is not necess ary to hatching , for we ha ve often obta ined
fertile eggs from unfertili zed female s, but th ese eggs invariably yielded
males. P hyllophaga g rnh s are th e principal hosts of Tiphia . but we
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have reared T. pu11ctata from larvae attacking Ligyrus gibbosus and
Anomala grubs, and have found Cyclocepha la grubs bearing eggs of two
species (probably T. punctata and T. -inornata) in the field, th ese being
ho wever , except ional cases. The female Tiphia stings if given opportunity , but the st ing causes only a momentary itching , differing in this
respect from th at of the female Elis, which is sometimes quite painful.
The species of Tiphia under discussion look very much alike, and a
brief genera l acco un t of their appearance is sufficient here. Indeed the

FIG.

1.

Tiph ia

transversa

Say,

female.

taxon omy of thi s group has never been satisfactorily worked out, which
fact accounts for much of the confusion in literature. They are entirely
shining black with grayish hairs on the head , thorax, abdomen, and le.gs;
the abdomen is very noticeably constricted between the . first and second
segments ( Fig. 1) ; and the wings vary from transparent to brown, more
or less deeply tinged . The males average about one-half inch in length
and are more slender than the female s, which average about three-fourths
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inch in length. The males are readily distingui shed by the black, curved
stylus or spine projecting upward s at th e tip of th e abdomen , somet imes,
however , pressed to the body and more or less inconspicuou s.
The egg, pure white when first laid , gradually becomes pale fleshcolor and finally cream-color or pal e brown. It is elliptic al in form,
averaging for the spec ies und er discussion 1.25 mm. in length and .5 mm.
in thi cknes s (Fig. 2).
Only the head of the larva protrude s when hatchin g begins (Fig. 3),
but gradually the egg-shell splits longitudinally, exposing th e body of
th e larva (F ig. '1). The body is pur e,g listenin g \\'hite and shows no
chara cter istic markings, the segments being indi stinct even in the mature
larva (Fig . 5, and Pl. III , Fig . 1, 2).
The cocoon is oval, or egg-shaped, covered with soft, fluffy silk of
a tan or golden brown color, and averages from ] 3 to 23 111111. in lengt h
(Pl. III , Fig. 4, and Pl. IV, Fig. 8, 9). Beneath the out er downy

FIG. 2. , vh ite-grub
Tiphia

eg gs:

showing
a,

'l ' ip hia

Rob ., b, T. t1'C111sve rsn
eggs mu c h e nl a rg ·ed .

p os iti o n

or

1)H'HCl rttfl

S ay,

a ncl

covering a re severa l more compa ct and firmer layers, capab le of protecting against unfavor able soil condition s, such as exce ssive moisture .
The method used by the writer in studying the detai ls of the life of
Tiphia is ve ry simp le, and the cage was an ordinary three-ounce tin
salve box. Two grubs, put in opposite sides of each box, ,yere covered
with soil, and prop erly watered. These preparations were made in advan ce of the introdu ction of the parasite to enabl e the grubs to make
cells, which would give more normal conditions for the Tiphia.
A
female Tiphia was then introduced into th e box and the grubs were
examined for eggs every few hour s if very exact record s of oviposition
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were desired. When a grub bea ring an egg was found it was imm ed iately transfered, with soil, to an ounc e tin-box, which was th en filled to th e
very top with soil so as to enable th e grub to m ake a new cell. It was
found that the egg was seldom displaced by this proc eed ing, whereas if
the parasite was in the larva l stage the grub would usu ally rub the larva
off in forming a cell. Also for a gr ub bearing a Tiphia la rva, obtained

·-------·-- __... __.....~-··

:--.....
......
.

Fra.

3. Tiphi a larvae recently hatched
and part of body st ill concea led
by egg-she ll.

PIG. 4. Tiphin 1nmctata
Rob ., larva
few clays oll l.

a

in the field or elsewhere, if was safe r, after placing it in a similar box,
to use. instead of soil, a packing of loose, partia lly rotted, clamp sphagnum moss. or very loose mu ck soil. When the Tip hia cocoon had been
completed it was transferred to a box containing an earthen cell. Eac h
parasitized grub removed from the box containing the Tiphia adult was

FIG. 5.

i\Jature

Tiphia

la1 ya.

replaced by a healthy grub and th e Tiphia was feel honey water abo ut
every other clay.*
The Iife historie s of the four common spec ies studi ed at Lafayette
are similar in many re spects, and are as fo llows: The black digge rwasps T. p1111ctataand T. tr011s1•crsa,and probably T. v11lgaris also, iss ue
from the cocoo ns during the summer, more often during Jun e and Jul y
• The writer
takes this opportunity
to ac k nowledge
his indebtedness
to Mr.
D. G. 'l'ower, who fa ithfully
carecl for the Tiphia
experiments
dur ing th e writer's
absence
~1.ugust 15-30, 1915. ancl to Messrs.
F. A. Fenton
and S. L. Mason, who
p er form ed similar
services
in 1916.
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( T. inornata earlier), feed on the A.O\versof such weeds as asters and
parsnips or th e. honeydew of plant-lice ( especia lly th at of A phis maidis
Fitch), mate, and re- ent er the gro und to parasitize the common whitegrub. The grub is first paralyzed, the wa sp st ingin g it on the under
s :de of th e first or second th orac ic segment. and an egg is then laid on
the dorsum of the thorax , the un der side of the abdomen. or elsewhere,
acco rdin g to the species of Tiphia. T he egg is firmly attached to the
body of th e grub by a glutinous secre tion whic h is at first colorless but
later da rkens to brown. In the process of oviposition the wasp, after
paralyzing the grub, encircles th e body so that the tip of its abdomen
touches th at point on the bod y of the host to which the egg is to be
attached. The wasp then mov es th e tip of it s abdomen back and for th
in a fold or crevice of th e skin for seve ral minutes, all the while spreading the secretion which serves to attach the egg secur ely to the body of
the grub. Under natural condition s the T iphi a attacks the grub in its
earthen cell, but when a grub is expose d on the surfa c~of the soil, the
wasp sting s it and then proceeds to und erm ine and gradually to bur y

FIG. 6. Tiphia
Jarva ea ting re mains of grub a ft er having
killed it .

the grub before laying an egg on it. The egg hav ing been laid the grub
gra dually return s to normal activity , the para lysis brought on by the
sting of the wa sp lasting only about an hour, or even less, and serving
only to quiet the grub durin g the act of ovipos ition . Ordinarily but one
egg is laid on a single grub, although in our cage experiments the wasp
wou ld in exceptio nal cases lay two or even three eggs on a single grub.
That a second egg may be laid on a grub in the field if the first egg was
dislodged is shown by th e old egg-scars on grubs bearing an egg or la r va,
but we never have found a grub in the field which bore more than one
egg or larva. Not infrequently the grub may molt soon after being
parasitized, thu s thro wing off the egg or young larva ; and once dislodg ed
the par as ite dies since it can not regain its po sition on the ho st. The egg
hat ches in four or five day s, but in the beginning only the head protrud es. T he la rv a immediat ely pierces th e int egument with its mandibles
and begin s to suck the bod y fluid s, the grub appare ntl y being unaware
of its enemy. Within 5 or 6 hours the growth of the larva is sufiicient
to start an irregular longitudinal splittin g of the egg-shell, and in 12 to
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24 hour s the shell is split its entire length and the body of the par asitic
lar va is exposed (F ig. -!) . The larva remains affixed to the grub by the
original egg-attachment ( Pl. III, Fig. 5, 6), and the ho st is more or less
active until a day or two before the lar va matures, growth up to this
point being quite slow. At thi s critical tim e the grub succumbs to the
loss of its body fluid s, the lar va molt s, and apparently having developed
stronger mouth-part s proceeds to devour the entire grub, leaving on ly
the chitinous head and portions of the shri veled hard skin (Fig. 6 an d
Pl. III , Fig. 1, 2). It was at first supp osed th at the T iphia larva molted
but once prior to spinning it s cocoon and only a day or so before
maturing , when it leaves the dors al position on the ho st. Howev er, an
exa min ation of the suppo sed skin s arranged as leaflets beneath th e larva
and above the old egg-s hell indi cates that the la rva molt s five or six
tim es before pupation. T he length of th e larva l sta ge, that is the time
until th e cocoon is begun, averages about tw o wee ks, being shorte st in the
warm er month s and long est in the cooler ones . There is also an indi cation th at th e conditi on and activity of the g ru b ha s an influ ence 0 11 the
growth of the larva.
After the larva has devoured its, host it beg ins to spin the cocoo n,
first attaching loose threads of silk to all sides of th e old grub-cell,
fa stening th em more firmly at th e small end of the cocoon with a
"button" of silk (Pl. III , Fig. 3), and later sp inning the inn er laye r,
requiring fr om one to three days to comple te th e cocoon, judging from
all external appearances.
U nless th e la rva has a fairly uniform cell
and one not too larg e it is, unable to comp lete it s cocoon, and will spin
ma sses of silk at different places until it is exhausted and dies. Our
observations indi cate that mo st specie s remain in the cocoon over winter
as larva e, although it is possible that ot her spec ies, espec ially tho se
issuing early in the spring, do pass th e wint er within cocoons as pupae
or adults. The adults issue the following sp ring or summer , and in the
latitud e of Lafayette, Ind. , all species of T iphia hav e normally one annual
generation.
Se veral except ion s have been observed in the case of T.
punctata aml T. tra11sversa in which th e adu lt s did not issue until the
second season after spinning the cocoon.
TTPHIA

PUNCTATA

Rob .

This is the commonest Tiph ia observed by us, and according to the
material cont ained in the Nat ional l\luseum and our own records, it
occurs in Ontario, Canada, and in th e states of New Hampshire, Massachu setts, Conn ecticut, Ma ryland, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Tennessee,
Kentucky, Illinois, Wiscons in, South Dakota, Mississippi, Kansas,
Texa s,, Loui sia na , and New Mex ico. Detailed studi es of the habits and
life hi story of this wasp were made at th e Lafayette Laboratory in 1915,
and th e result s are given herew ith .
Cocoo ns from which adults were
obtained and used in these studie s were collected in the following localities: Paxton, Ill., collected by G. N. Wolc ott ; Wellington , K an., by E.
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G. Kelly; Hagerstown,

Wolfsville and Reids, Md., by

J. A.

Hyslop, H.

L. Parker, and Vv. E. Pennington; Berwyn and College Park, Md., by
R. J. Kewley; Hadle y, Mas51., and Greenwood, Miss., by H. E. Smith;
Central City, Neb., by J. W. Vieregg; Pukwana, S. Dak., by C. N. Ainslie; Vvakeman, 0., by W. B. •Hall; Buda, Tex., by W. E. Davis; Tappahannock, Va., by H. Fox; and Mt. Vernon, Oakwood , and Sheldon, Ill .,
Buck Creek, Frankfort, Huntingburg,
Lafayette, Mt. Vernon, Switz
City, a nd \i\Tashington , Ind., and Louisville, Ky., collected by members
of the Lafayette Station staff.
The egg of T. pun ctata is invariably transversely placed on the
dorsum of the thorax or first two abdominal segments ( Fig. 2, a), most
often on the third, or between the second and third, thoracic segments,
u sually ju st to one side of the median line in a fold of the skin, or,
infrequently, on the median line. \i\Then laid to one side of the median
line, the polar region, that is the anterior end of the egg, is invariably
neare st the median line . The uniformity with which the female deposits
its eggs is well illustrated by our experiments in 1D15, in which eight
wasps of this species laid a total of 205 eggs (Table I), and in 1916,
in which seventeen wasps, caged with white-grubs simply to determine
the position of the eggs, laid eggs on the dorsum of the thorax or first
abdomina l segments invariably, and these 25 females as well as all of
the progeny in the above-mentioned 1915 experiments (a total of 52
male") were dete rmi ned by M r. A. B. Gahan as T. j)•unctata. 0 [ th e 69
records kept of sex of adults issuing from cocoons. collected in the
field, 25 were males an d 44 were females. In our cage experiments the
largest number of eggs laid by a sing le female _ of this species was 42,
with an average of 26 for the eight individuals 1 observed, averaging
a littl e more than one egg per day; but this is apparently below
nor mal, and an examination of the ovary tubes of female wasps collected
in th e field indicates an egg capacity of 50 to 75. As will be noticed
in Table I, the egg stage varies considerably in length , averaging about
127 .½ hour s, or slightly more than five days. The methods used by the
Tiphia in paralyzing the grub and subsequently ovipos-iting on it, as well
as other details of the Ii fe history common to the other species here discu ssed, have been described in a preceding paragraph.
The length of
the la rYal stage, that is till a start is made on the cocoon, varies from
9 to 21 days and averages 14.4 days (Table I) . This species almost
invariably winters as a larva w ithin the cocoon and has one annual
gene rat ion. In our numerous experiments we have record of but one
exception: an adult Tiphia punctata issuing July 17, 1916, from a cocoon
collected at Tappahannock, Va., laid unfertilized eggs on grubs July
19-23, the larvae h atching, maturing, spinning cocoons, and issuing as
adult mal e wasps by September 16 of the same year. In our exper iment s
the adults issued from June 29 to September 6, most often during the
latter part of July or first of A ugu st , and specimens were collected in the
field as early as June 20 and as late as September 12. T he adults live a
maximum of 34 days in cages, and doubtless the normal life of the was p

TABLE
I.
Lif e -hi s tor y R eco rd s obtained

Locality
and date
cocoons co lle c t e d

Date adult
issued

Length life
as adult

No .
eggs
laid

Tivhia vunotata
at

L a fayette

Pe r iod of
oviposi lion

Laboratory,
Av. leni;rtb
el!g s t age .
Hours

Length of
ac tive Jar val s t age.
Days

73- 123

98

9.1- 11.3

Length of
egg stage.
Hours

Huntingburg.
Ind.,
April 19, 1915 .. ... .. . . .
Hag e rst own, Md.,
A pril 2, 1915 .......
..
Wolfsville,
Md ..
Dece mb e r I , 19 14....
Wolfsvill e, Md.,
D ece mb er t, 19 14.... .
Central City, N e b .,
April 30, 1915 . . . . .....
Hag e rstown, Md.,
Apri l I, 19 15 . .. . .......
Hag e rstown, Md .,
April 1, 1915 .. ' .......
.
Hag erstown, Md.,
April 1, 19 15 .. . .....

*June 29, 1915

12 Days .....

Jul y 23, 1915

25 Da ys ....

21

12: Days .. .

74- 216

137

Jul y 20, 1915

27 Days .....

,26

I

24 Days ...

80- 217

150

Da ys ...

9

N. Lima , 0 ..
Oct. 17, 1914..........
N. Li ma, 0.,
Oct. 27, 1914 ...... . .. .
Salem , 0.,
Oct. 26, 1914 ..........

• Not

Dat es ad ult s
iss ued

10.0

May 11 to
July 26, 1916

11.5-21.3

15.0

July

28, 1916

14.5 - 20 .3

15.5

July

28, 1916
28, 1916

July

23, 1915

9 Days ... . .

11

8 Days.

71- 132

108

13.1- 17.6

16.0

July

25, 1915

34 Da y s . ... .

34

33 Days.

80-205

140

14.5- 16.2

15.3

Aug.

Jul y 25, 1915

16 Days . ....

23

15 Days . ..

71- 231

126

12.1- 18 .0

14.0

July

July

26, 1915

24 Days . ... .

42

23 Da ys ...

48- 215

126

12 .0-20.7

14.5

July 17-30 '16

July

21, 1915

28 Days, . ...

39

20 Days. . .

70 - 193

136

12.1 - 21.3

15.0

July

grubs

at

L afaye tte

Laboratory,

Length of
active larva l stage.
Days

Av . le n g th
l ar val
s t age.
Da ys

82- 135

126

11.0-17.5

14

No ne iss ued

12 Days .. .

73-149

122

10.5-14. 7

13

None isaued

28 Days ... . ,

35

26 Days .. .

60-201

140

11.7- 17.3

16

July 23,

3 Days . . .

Length of
egg stage.
Hours

Av. leng th
egg stage .
Hours

till Jul y 9.
and

1915-1916

25

9 Day st .... .

t AC'c id e nt a ll y killed.
t Only one adult issued,

Tivhia t,·ansve,·sa

10-20 Days .. .

I *July 3, 1915
I July 3-7, 1915
o, 1915

17-28 ' 16

Period of
oviposition

L engt h life
as adult

Jul y

I , 19 16

24, 1916

No.
eggs
laid

Dat e adult
issued

pl ace d with

Av. length
larva l
s tage .
Days

July

TABLE
II.
Lif e -hi sto ry R ec ord s obtained

L oca lit y and date
cocoons collected

..

1915-1916

th a t th e second

season

afte r comp leti ng cocoon .

D a t e ad ult
iss ued

rnm
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is a month or six weeks in the field.
Table I gives the main points
in the life history of eight individual s, but owing to the space it would
require it seems impracticable to include the tables which we have drawn
up showing all the details in the development of each indi vid ual lar va.
TrPHIA
TRANSVERSA
Say
A lthough seeming ly not so abundant as the species just discussed
T. trausversa. (F ig. ] ) seems to be fairly general in its distribution in
the northern states and is usually to be found in the same surrounding s
as that species . According to specimens , determined by Gahan in the
National Museum and in our own collection , it occurs in the states of
Vermont, New Hampshire, New York, Connecticut Pennsylvania, Maryland. Virginia, Ohio, Indiana , Wisconsin, and Arkansas.
The habit s of oviposition agree with those already des,cribed except
in the po sition of the eg,g on the grub. Of the 90 eggs laid by seven
individual s all were plac ed tran sverse ly on the under side of the abdomen in a groove or fold of the skin ( Fig. ll, b), usually ju st to one side
of the median lin e and on segment s 3, 4, 5, or 6, usually on 4 or 5. When
la id to one snde of th e median line the polar r eg ion of the egg invariably
is near est the median ventral line. The larg est numb er of eggs laid by
a single female was 35, and as will be seen by the accompanying table
(Tab le II) the elate of emerge nce, length of egg stage, length of lar va l
stage, etc., very closely approximate those of T. prmctata. Dates of
emergence in our breeding cages were from Jun e 30 to August 21, and
of tho se reared from cocoons collected in the field and recor ded as to
sex, thr ee were mal es and eight females. Except for th e position of th e
egg on the grub there is no notic eab le or constant difference between
the habit s and life hi stori es of the two species.
TrPHIA

INORNATA

Say

This specie s, the larg est of our Tiphias, is found, according to
spec imen s in the Na tional Museum and our own collection, in Canada,
New Hampshire, Maryland, Ohio, Indian a, Illinoi s, and Wisconsin,
an d would therefore appear to be typically a northern species.
We have obtained eggs from only thr ee individuals of ino rnata, but
eve ry one of the 22 eggs was laid on the und er side of the thoracic or
first abdominal segments, u sually between the second and third thoracic
segmen ts and to one side of the median lin e, not infr equentl y relatively
distant from the median line and between the legs. The egg period
extended over a much longer time than for other species, that is, from 11
to 23 days, and this doubtless was due to the fact that the eggs were
laid early in sp ring , wh en the temperatures were much lower. The
ad ults of thi s species appear early in spring, as has already been sta ted,
the elates of emergence ranging according to our records from April 8
to May ] 5, although we have found adu lts on wild parsnip flowers as
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late as June 26. Aside from the facts that the spec ies appears early in
the seaso n, that the eggs are laid on the under side of the thorax and
requir e a longer period for development, and that the stage in which it
hibernate s is doubtful, the life history of the s,pecies agrees with that of
T. punctata.
TrPIIIA VULGARIS
Rob.
This spec ies is knO\rn to occur in the states of New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, Mary land, Ohio, Indiana, Mich igan,
Illinoi s, Wisconsin, South Dakota, Kansas, Miss issippi, Louisiana. and
A labam a.
'N e have not yet obtained eggs from vulgaris, but from the fact
that it is a common spec ies in Illinois and that we have found grubs
bearing c.ggs on the dor sum of the abdomen common in that state, toget her with the fact that this is the only species known to parasitize the
white-grub whose egg-laying habits are unknown , and that, conV'ersely,
the spec ies laying eggs on the dorsum of the abdomen is the only one
unknown , it is rea sonable to believe that this species does lay its eggs
on the dorsum of the abdomen near the anal end.
According to our meager records this species issues from May 8
to June 23 in the lat itud e of Indiana, but further data will probably
show it to agree more nearly with punctata in the time of it s appearance.
Four other species of Tiphia have been reared at the Lafayette
Laboratory but we have no positive ev idence of their host relation s.
T. robertsoni J\/fall. was reared from cocoons collected at Wakeman , 0., and Be lls Valley, Va., and in the field where the former
collection s were made white-grubs were very abundant.
Our dates of
emergence are July 30 and 31.
T. clypeata Rob. has been obtained by us from Lafayette (Ind.)
on ly, and the dates of collection were w idely separated, some in i\.'Iay
and others in October.
T . reticulata Mal l. was reared by us but once, and the adu lt issued
July 3-from a cocoon collected by Mr. I-I. E. Smith at Agawam, Mass.
T. conformis Mall. was obtained from cocoons collected at She ldon
Ill., Frankfort, Ind., and Richland, Mich., and the adu lt s issued from
Ju ly 2-! to August 4. The fields at Frankfort were well infested with
Anomala grubs, wh ile the fields at heldon and Richland contained a
good infestation of Phyllophaga grubs. but po sitive evidence of their ho st
relations was not secured.
ENEMIES OF TrPHIA
Three species of bombyliid flies representing two genera (Exoprosopa and Anthrax) have been reared from Tiphia cocoons. Of these,
E. fascipen1ris Say, which was fir st recorded as a Tiphia parasite by
Dr. S. A. Forbes (26), is the most common in our rearings, although
it would appear that none of the species are sufficient ly abundant to
les sen noticeab ly the value of Tiphia as a wh ite-grub para site . Th is
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species has been reared at the Lafayette Laborat ory from Tiphia cocoons
collected in various parts of Illinoi s and Indiana, the adults issuing
during the month of July. Mr. I-I. E . Smith obtained an adult July 7,
1913, from Tiphia cocoons collected at ·wellington, Kansas, and E. G.
Kelly informs me that he has also reared it from th e same locality and

FIG. 8.

Exoprosopct

puebleusis

Ja e nn., pupa .

host. From the fact that Tiphia cocoons collected in the fall were
infested with these flies (Exoprosopa fascipennis), it is certain that
infestation originates in the summer or fall previous to emergence, and
since they are incap able of entering the soil, and in view of the further

FIG. 9. Tiphi a cocoon from which
the h yper parasite
(Exoprosopa) has issued.

F1G. 10. Tiphia cocoon s h owing
emergence
hole made by the
adult.

fact th at they frequent flowers and feed on honeydew produced by
aphids at the same time that the Tiphia s are active, it is conceivable that
the flies oviposit on the flowers or pos sibly directly on the Tiphias and
that their e.ggs are carried away by the wasp and deposited with its own
egg on the Phyllophaga grub.
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E:i.:oprosopa pueblensis J aenn. (Wa lton and Cole det.), a species
remarkably similar to fa scipemzis, was reared by E. G. Kelly from a
T iphia cocoon obtained at \Vellington, Kansas (F ig. 7, 8) .
Ant hrax pai-vicornis Coq. was obtained by the writer in 1913 from
Tiphia cocoons collected either at Rockford, 111.,or Lafayette, Ind., the
adu lt issuing previous to June 30. The ex it hole of this species, as well
as that of the tvvo species mentioned above, is made in the Tiphia cocoon
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by cutting out a circular cap at the larger end of the cocoon, the cut
being as clean as though made with a sharp knife (F ig. 9, and P l. III,
Fig. 7). It differ s in thi s respect from the emergence hole made by the
Tiph ia adult, which is ragged, and although always made at the large
end, is at one side of the tip ( Fig. 10) .
The interesting rhipiph orid beetle M acrosiagon pectinatus Fabr.
(Fig. 11) was first record ed as having been rear ed from Tiphia cocoons
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by Dr. C. V. Riley in 187-! ( 59), and its para sitic habit s have since been
occasiona lly referred to in lite rature. W e have reared it from Tip hia
cocoo ns collected in I llin ois a nd Indiana, once from a cocoon collecte d
by H. E. Smith at Hadley, i\lass ., and agai n from cocoons 1 collected by
J . A . Hyslop at Hagerstown,
Id., and in all cases the beetles issued in
Jul y except ing the last collect ion-which
issued May 15-and one from
Mt. Vernon, 111.,wh ich issued A ugu st 29. 'vVe hav e also reared a species
clcterrninecl by 1\/fr. E. A. Schwa rz as Macrosiagon 8-111aculatus Gerst.
fr om a mixed lot of Tiphia cocoons collected at Lafay ette , Incl., and
Ro ckford, Il l., the ad ult in this case issuing Jul y 1; and the same species
wa Sirea red from the cocoons of a L igyrus para site, Campsomeris dorsata
Fabr., by W. Now ell ( 53) in Ba rbados. Whether or not pectinatus and
8-111aculatus are distin ct spec ies is not agreed up on by system at ists, the
species being distingui shed only by th e elyt ral marking s.
It is suppo sed that these rhipi phorid beet les are prima ry paras ites of
Tiphia, and it is probable th at the egg is laid on or nea r flowers frequented by Tip hia adult s, or poss ibly on the T iphi a itself, and th at the
egg or the r ecent ly hatched rhipi phoricl larva becomes attached to the
wasp and is in due course depos ited on the P hyllophaga grub at the
same time that the Tiphia depo sits her ow n egg.
Lugger (-!c6) speaks of a hymenoptero n which is pa ras itic on R hipiphoru s, and we have occasiona lly collected cocoo ns behin d th e plow
w hich were pierced with sma ll hole s resembling emergence hole s of a
small pa rasite .
It is int erest ing to note that the commo n E nglish sparrow seems
fond of Tip hia-at least in th e 92 stomach s of thi s bird exa min ed by
Dr. Riley ( 61), 10 conta ined the remain s of Tip hia ad ult s.
T HE

BANDED
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Five spec ies belonging to the genus Elis ha ve been reared from
cocoo ns collected in fields infe sted by white-grubs.
Two of th ese, however, are doubtfull y mention ed as parasites, no proof of their habit s
other than circum stan tial evidence having been obtained. The cocoo ns
a re to be found more or less common behind th e plow , especially in
fields where white-grub s occur in abundance.
The lif e history of
on ly one species (E. 5-cincta) has been studied, but it seems likely that
ot her species of E lis will ag ree with it in all essential details.
Eus 5-CINCTA Fabr.
T his scoliid wasp was first repo rt ed as a white-grub parasite in
1912, und er the name M yz ine sexcincta Fabr., by Flint and Sa nd ers
(22), and according to their observation s it was found as ab und ant as
Tiphia in cert ai n part s of Illinois . Although th e present writer has
nev er found it so abundant it is common in some localiti es and no doubt
is a very important a id in the natur al control of white -grubs. Several
species of E lis are suppo sed to b e para sitic on Phyllophaga g rub s, but
5- cincta is undoubtedly the mo st common where we ha ve studi ed it, and
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has been collected by us in Wisconsin, Iowa, lllinoi s, :\lichigan, and
Indiana.
It has been reared by E. G. Ke lly and H. E . Sm ith from
cocoons collected at Wellington , Kansas; by W. R. i\IcConnell and H. E .
Smith from cocoons collected at Greenwood , Miss., by C. N. Ainslie
from cocoons collected at E lk Po int, S. Dak.; and by J. A. Hyslop from
cocoons collected at Hagerstown, Md.
The habit s of E lis differ noticeably from those of Tiphia, primarily
in the fact that it permanently paralyzes the grub betore laying an
e.gg. Br iefly, th e lif e history and habits are as follows: The ad ult s
issu e in July and feed on the nectar of flowers, more especia lly swee t
clover. At night the males rest on weeds and similar vege tat ion, the
female s ent ering the soil for ovipositio n. The method used by th e wasp
in attack ing the grub is similar to that of Tip hia, but its st ing cau ses
perma nent para lysis. After the grub is par alyzed , an egg, which hatches
in abo ut two days, is laid loosely on the und er side of th e abdomen of
th e grub. At first th e lar va cons um es on ly th e body fluid, as does Tiphia,
but when nea rly full-grown it eats the grub, leaving only the chitini zed
part s such as the head; it is therefore an ectoparasi te throughout its
Ii fe. Feed ing rapidly, the lar va cons um es the grub and comp letes its
.growth in abo ut 5 days, and require s from 1 to 2 clays fo r the making
of its cocoo n-a total of only 8 or 9 day s from th e tim e the egg is la id
un t il the cocoon is comp leted. Within the cocoon (P l. IV, F ig. 10, 11)
it remain s as a lar va over winter, pupating in sp ring, and issuing as an
adu lt wasp in July.
In 1914 notes on the life hi story of E. 5-cincta were obtai ned by
confining numb ers of E lis collected on sweet clover (M elilotus alba) in
a 12-inch flower-pot cage cont a ining whit e-g rub s. T he wasps were
given hon ey water as well as sweet clover blossom s, and th e grubs were
exami ned every few clays for eggs. E lis adults were first placed in this
cage Ju ly 7, 1914, but eg.gs were not found until Jul y 23. Acco rding
to our observat ion s this species is not parthenogenetic, but in confinement unf er tiliz ed females do frequently sting a nd paralyze grubs. In
thi s process the wasp wraps it s abdomen about the first or secon d
thoracic segment of the grub much as does Tiphia and stings the ho st on
th e ventrum of the thorax near the head. Afte r a short struggl e the
g1=ub become s motionless and lim p, in which condition it remain s until
devo ure d by the E lis lar va or until it dies. We have kept grubs which
hav e been "s tung ", but upon which th e wasp fai led to lay an egg, for
over a month in an undecayed condition alth ough to all appearances
dead . The e.gg is white with a faint cream-tint , elliptical and slightly
curv ed, 3 mm. in length by .8 mm. in width. It is laid medially on the
und er side of the body ( Fig. 12, and P l. V , Fig . 13), usually on the
sixth or seventh abdominal segment , and not glued tightly to the body
as is th e Tiphia egg. Only one egg is laid on a single grub. Upon
hatching , th e larva immediat ely begin s to feed on the body juices , the
grub gradually shriv eling from the loss. \!Vhen almost gro wn , the parasite devour s the grub, leaving only th e chitini zed parts, such as the h ead.
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The Elis larva is entire ly white, including the head, the body shining
and semitransparent.
After completing its growth it commences at
once to spin its cocoon, within which it remai ns over winter as such,
pupating the following spring. The first egg observed was laid between
2 :00 p. m., July 23, and 10 :45 a. rn., July 25, the date of oviposition
probably being July 24:. The grub bearing this e,gg was. placed in a oneounce tin box, and the egg hatched previous to 0 :00 p. m. July 27, by
which time the Elis larva was 6.7 mm. in length and 2.5 mm. in width
(Pl. V, Fig. 14); at 10:00 a. m. July 28 it was 13.l 111111. long and 5.2
mm. wide (P l. V, Fig. 15); at 6 :00 p. 111. July 30, 19 mm. long, and at
10:00 a. rn. July 31, 21 mm. lon g (Pl. V, Fig. 16, 17). By this time
the larva had nearly consumed the grub, finishing it by 5 :30 p. rn. July
31, when it measured 24: mm. in length. At 6 :00 p. m. July 31, it had
commenced to spin its cocoon, which it comp leted by 10 :00 a. m. Aug u st
2. The larva died within the cocoon. In a noth er case two paralyzed
grubs were found in the cage at 2 :30 p. m. July 23, each bearing an
Elis larva on the under side of the body, one of which measured 7.6 mm.
in length and the other 10.5 mm. The dates of egg-laying and hatching
were not obtained.
The larger one finished feeding and started its

FIG. 12.
der
inal

Elis 5-cincta
Fabr., ·egg on unside of 6th a nd 7th a bd o msegments
of white-gTub.

cocoon by noon July 26, and completed the cocoon previous to 5 :00 p.
m. July 28. From this an adult male Elis 5-cincta issued July 17, 1915,
almost a year after the egg was la id. The smaller larva had nearly
devoured the grub at noon of July 26, and by 10 :00 a. m. July 27 it had
begun the framework of its cocoon, which it completed by 5 :00 p. m.
July 28. An adult male Elis 5-cincta issued from this cocoon a year
later, July 8, 1915.
Our field observations corroborate the re sult s obtained in cages,
and they further indicate the months of July and August as the ones
during which the adults are actively ovipositing. At Mt. Vernon, Ind.,
on August 28, 1916, recently made cocoons, larvae in act of spinning
cocoons, and recently hatch ed larvae were obtained i1:i,one field. From
cocoons colle_cted by R. J. Kewley, D. G. Tower, and the writer, at
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In glefield, Lafayette , L ew is, and \ Vashi ngton, Ind .. and at Battle Creek.
Mic h., ad ult s issued between Jun e 28 and July 11 ; from cocoons collected
by J. A . Hyslop and I-I. L. Pa rk er at Hagerstown , i\ld., ad ult s issued
June 26 to June 29; and M r. H. E. Smith obtained an adult as early as
June 18 from a cocoon collected at Wellington , Kan .
In addition to the localities alr ea dy given, E. 5-ci11cta has been
co llected by Mr. Ed. Foster at Ab ita Springs, La., during July and
A ugust acco rdin g to Mr. G. N. Wolcott, and listed from Missou ri by
P hil. Rau, who observed the "s leep ing" habit s of the males ( 58), and
from New J ersey.
T he adult s feed during the day on the nectar of swee t clover flowers
a lmost excl usively. In one except iona l case R. J. Kew ley and F. A.
Fenton, of the Burea u of E ntom ology, found severa l individuals feeding
on wi ld aste r flowers. Collection s were made on swee t clover flowers
during th e seaso n of J 9H at Lafayette, Incl., by R. J. Kewley, A. F.
Satter th wa it , and the writ er, and during 1915 by Kew ley. The first
co llect ions were made July 9 and the last A ugust 31, except in J 915,
w hen one isolat ed collect ion was made as late as September 28. It is
evident from th ese recorded observat ions, made at all hours of the day,
that a maj orit y of the females frequent flower s during the morning
hour s. Or dinaril y th e female was1)s begin to appear about 8 :00 a. m.,
or a lit tle ea rli er, and until 10 :00 a. m . scarce ly a male ca n be found
flying . Afte r 10 :00 a. 111. th e males a re found in increas ing numb er s,
and the females in decreas ing numb er s, very few of the lat ter being
found during the afternoon.
N inety-five per cent. were of one species,
Elis 5-ci ncta, but occas ionall y spec imens of E. atriz•entris and E . interru pta were taken. At night the males ha ve the habit of rest ing in
"co lonies" on th e top s of weeds and other vegetation.
A ll of the spec ies of E lis here considered are similar in general
appearance and are we ll illust rat ed in Figure 13. T he black thorax is
mor e or less distinctly marked with yellow, the abdo men black and
conspicuously mark ed with tr ansverse yellow bands, and the wings are
transparent and more or less shad ed with brown. The sexes are readil y
distin guished, th e ma le wasps having a mor e slender body and a prominent cur ved, hook-like stylus ( Fig. 13, a) at th e apex of the abdomen,
wh ich is absent in th e female. The cocoon (P l. IV, Fig. 10, 11) is
si1:1il~r for all species, differing only in size. It is uniforml y elongateelhpt1ca l, choco late-brown, rath er smooth, th e inn er lin ing th in and
parchm ent-like, and the se characters readily distinguish it from th e
ovate, woolly, paler brown Tiphi a cocoo ns. The ad ult wa sp issues by
cut ting a hole in one side near one encl of th e cocoon.
\Ve ha \·e never rea red parasites from E lis, but M r. Otto Swezey
(72) rea r ed a bombyliicl (Chrysanthrax fu lz•ohi, ta Wied.; Pl. IV. Fig.
12) an d two mutillicl s (a male Mutilla castor Blake and a fema le M.
f errnqa ta Fabr.) from cocoons of E . scxci ncta ( =E. 5-cinc ta) collected
at U rba na , Ill.
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Eus ATRIVENTRIS Gahan
This species ( Fig. 13) was desc rib ed and referred to as a parasite
of Phyllophaga by Mr. A. B. Gahan (29), the specimen having been
reared by Mr. C. N. Ainslie from cocoons collected at Elk Point, S.
Dal<., April 19. According to the origina l notes some of these cocoons
bore Phyllophaga remains; but since severa l species (E. atriventris, E.
5-cincta, and E. illino·isemis) were reared from the lot it was not definitely shown that this species was parasitic. However, the writer has
since reared E. atriventris from cocoons collected at Lafayette, Ind. ,
which bore unmistakable remains 10f Phy llophaga grubs, and from
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cocoon s, bearing like ev~idence, collected at Ashboro, Incl., which facts
give us reasonable assurance of the truly parasitic habits of this species.
The adults issue during July and are to be found in company with
5-cincta feeding on such flowers as white sweet clover.
Eus INTERRUPTA Say
We have reared E. interrupta from cocoons collected at Hoopeston,
Ill., and Lafayette, Ind., the adults issuing July 30 and September 6,
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respectively. Inference of their parasitic habits is based on the remains
of Phyllophaga grubs found attached to the above-mentioned cocoons
collected at Lafayette.
This species was also rear ed from cocoons collected behind the plow at 'Wellington, Kan., by Mr. H. E. Smith, the
adult issuing July 5, 1913.
The adults are to be found feeding on
flowers of such roadside plants as the white sweet clover.
Eus OBSCURAFabr.
A lth ough there is no direct evidence of the parasitic act1v1t1es of
this or the following spec ies of E lis the fact that their cocoons are to
be found in fields infested with white-grubs make s it quite likely that
they w ill prove to ha ve parasitic habits simi lar to those of the species
already discussed. We have reared E. obscura from a cocoon collected
by Mr. J. A. Hyslop at Hagerstown, Md., the adult issuing June 29,
1915; Mr. W. R. McConne ll reared it from cocoons collected at Greenwood, Miss., the ad ult s issuing May 30-31, 1913; and Mr. Harrison E.
Smith obtained several adults between June 3 and 17 from cocoons
collected in plow furrows at the same place.
Eus ILLINOISENSISDalla Torre
Our records show this spec ies to have been reared from cocoons
collected behind the plow by Mr . C. N. Ains lie at E lk Point, S. Dale,
and by Mr. H. E. Smith at Greenwood, Miss., the adults in the latter
case issuing June 3-17, 1914. The status of this species in relation to
white-grubs is the same as that of E. obscura.
TACHINID

AND

DE XIID

p ARASITES

Five species, two tachinids and thr ee dexiids, have been reared
from white-grubs of the gen us Phyllophaga.
Two of these species
(Microphthalma disjuncta and Ptilode,1:ia harpasa) are of considerab le
value in certain areas, and it appears that their occurrence in beneficial
numbers depend s largely on soil conditions; which will enab le the yo ung
larvae to easily penetrate the soil and so come in contact with their hosts.
Two others of the five species, Microphthalma prninosa and Ptilodexia
abdominalis, can not be regard ed as important enemies because of their
rarity; and the remaining species. (Myocera cremides?) is more often
a parasite of Serica and grubs of similar habitat , than of Phyllophaga.
Another dexiid (Prosena lacertosa v.d .W.), briefly treated in a sub sequent paragraph, has been reported as a parasite of wh ite-grubs in
Mexico.
MrcROPHTHALMADISJUNCTAWied.
This species, under the name M. nigra, was first recorded as a parasite of white-grubs by Dr. S. A. Forbes (24) in 1891, who subsequently
reared it from white-grubs (25 and 26), as has also the writer (16).
Mr. D. W. Coquillett (13) reports it as reared by the late Theo.
Pergande from a puparium found in the skin of a grub August 12,
1891, at Washington, D. C., the adult issuing October 15.
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The species ha s a wide dist ribut ion as shown by its reported occur rence in ?\'ew Ha mpsh ire. Massachusetts, District of Colurnbi::i. l\ ew
J ersey, Pen nsylvan ia, Michigan , Indi ana, Illinoi s, South Dakota , Kansas,
Californi a, Texas, Mississippi, and Georgia. We have reared it fr om
grubs collected at Hagerstown, Md., by H. L. Parker; from H adley ,
Mass. , and Chelsea, Vt., collected by H. E. Smith; from Ercildoun,
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Pa., by J. C. Hamilton; from Crooks, S. Dak. , by C. N. Ains lie; and
from Lafayette and Lewi s, Incl., Deford, hrmington, and Holly , Mic h .,
and Swanton, 0., by A. F. Satterthwa it, D. G. Tower , R. J. Kewley,
and the wr iter. Mr . H. E. Smith reared it from grub s collected at Broad
Brook, Conn., in 1915, and from Greenwood, Miss., in 1914. Mr.
Iorma n Crid dle writes January 10, 1918, that he has reared M. disjuncta from white-grubs collected in Manitoba.
The adult is a rather large fly ( Fig. 14, and Pl. VI, Fig. 22, 23),
varying in lengt h from 9 to 14 111111. T he thorax is gray ish above with
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mor e or less indistinct longitudinal black streaks; th e abdo men, black
with the anterior margin of each segment band ed with gray ish
bloom, giving the appearance of alternate bands of gray and white; the
entir e body, including the head , set with conspicuous long hair s or
b1:istles; and the transpar ent wings ting ed with brown at the base and
th e wing veins faintly margined with brown. The flies are to be found
from l\Iay till Septem ber , most often in Jun e or July, occasionally at
lights, and freq uently on the ground in fields, espec ially corn fields. They
are exceedi ngly alert and difficult to capture, although they will remain
quiet and apparently un suspecting until one approaches quite near, and
when disturbed th ey u sually light only a few feet ahead. Pairs have
been observed in copula on the ground in corn fields in June and July.
The female oviposits in the ground, probably in cracks, and the larva
enters the grub, but just how this is effected ha s not been determined .
Our observations show that oviposition occurs in fields either culti vate d
or in gra ss, probably more frequently in the former although our records
are conflicting on this point. The small ma g.gots remain within thegrub until mature, pas s ing the winter therein and completing their
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growth the following spring. The infe sted grub feeds and acts norm ally
until within a day or two of its death , which would indi cate that the
maggot s feed entirely on th e fatty tissues at first, not attacking the
vital organs until nearly full-grown . The first indic ation of the presence of these parasite s is the death of the grub and th e coincident
appearance of the anal end of the mag.got throu gh the sk in of the grub ,
the consp icuous posterior spira cles showing promin ently ( PL VI, Fig.
18). About the same tim e the grub begins to liqu efy ( Pl. VI, Fig. 20),
appa ren tly meltin g away, and frequ ently the parasitic larva pupates
within 24 hours from th e time it is first noti ced (Pl. VI, F ig. 19, 24).
Maggots were observed, in grub s collected in the field, as early as
Apr il 26 and until Aug ust 17, and the earliest and lat est dates of pupation observed wer e on the sam e dates . Flies from caged material issued
from May 24 to Sep tember 4, the length of th e puparium period ranging
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from 15 to 43 days, apparently depending largely on temperature and
quite likely also on moisture conditions.
Although Pby_Ilophag~ grubs
are more often attacked than others, we have reared this parasite also
from 0arubs of Catalpa lanigera, and it seems not unlikely that it may
infest other large scarabaeid grubs that occur in cultivated fields. The
maggot and pupariurn are distinguished from the related dexiids by the
posterior spiracles, shown in Figure 15. In no case have we fo~nd
more than two larvae infesting a single grub, the number usually being
one to a grub.
As has been shown. M. disjuncta has a wide range of distribution
and in certain areas it undoubtedly has a marked influence on the abundance of grubs. In a collection of grubs taken at Farmington, Mich.,
June 12, 1916, over 25 per cent. showed disjuncta parasitism.
We have
found it especially abundant in the eastern part of Michigan near Lake
1-Iuron, which would indicate a preference for, and an ability to live and
seek its host advantageously in, sandy or sandy loam soils, as might be
expected from our knowledge of its mode of life.
MICROPHTHALMAPRUINOSACoq.
Eight Phyllophaga grubs were received at the Lafayette Station
June 1±, 1915, from Framingham, l\t[ass., where they were reported to be
injuring pine and S1pruce seedlings.
They were placed in individual
one-ounce tin boxes, and on July 16 one was dead, and in the semi1iquid remains the anal ends of two dipterous maggots protruded through
the body-wall, exactly as had already been observed for the parasite
M icrophthafrna disjuncta. By ten o'clock the following morning (July
l 7) one of the maggots had formed a puparium, which, however, was
still uncolored. By 2 :30 p. m. the puparium had taken on its natural
reddish brown color, and between 2 :30 and 5 :30 p. m. the second maggot pupated. One adult, determined by W. R. Walton as M. pruinosa,
issued August 27, but the record for the second adult which issued was
lost. From the 7 remaining grubs 4 adults were obtained, all being
Phyllophaga anxia ( =dubia, form i11sperata), and as the grubs had been
carefully examined on receipt and no specific difference found, it is very
probable that the species destroyed by this parasite was P. anxia. This
seems to haYe been the first recorded observation (16) concerning the
host relations of this tachinid. We have since reared a single specimen
of this species from a grub collected at Chelsea, Vt., May 31, l 916, by
Mr. H. E. Smith. In this case the grub died July 7, which was coincident with the first appearance of the parasitic mag.got, the adult fly
issuing September l of the same year.
M. pruinosa seems to be widely, though sparsely, distributed, for
it was described from specimens collected in New Mexico and Mexico,
and Dr. Aldrich has a specimen which he collected at Brookings, S.
Dak.; in 1891 or 1892. Apparently the species is of little economic importance in controlling white-grubs, owing to its scarcity.
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\ Valle ( =TIBIALIS
De sv. of Coq uillett
and author s)*
This fly, first recorded as a white-grub parasite by the writer under
th e n ame tibialis (16), has a wide distribution , occurring, according to
pub lished records, in Nova Scot ia a nd Ontario, Can .; and in New HampPTILODEXJA

IIARPASA

FIG. 16.

Ptilodexia

harvasa

Walk.,

male.

shire, New J ersey, Minnesota, Texas, and New Mexico. We ha ve
reared it from Phy llophaga grubs collected by H. E. Smith at Chelsea,
Vt., and by the writer at Austi n. Tex. Smith writes that he has reared
*Concerning
the status
of this species
I quote the following
note furnished
by Dr. J. l\J. Aldrich :
" 'Thi s snecies lrns been frequently
refe 1'red to as Ptiloclexia
tibialis
Desvoidy.
"IYhich is eYiclentl)· d ifferent as its describer
p laced it in a gen us characterized
by
a p c tiolate
apica l cel l. Austen, in Anna l s an d Magazine
of Natural
History,
Vol.
XIX, p . 3 H, 1 epol'ls from an examinatio n of the typ e of harpasa th at it is the same
as tiuiol is. Since he c, ·iclen tl y used the latt er in the accepted but erroneo us sense, his
statement
seems lo jnslify Lile us e of harpasa for the present species."
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it from gru bs collected at Broad Brook and Orange. Conn .. and at
Hadley, Mass., and Mr. N. Criddl e write s of it J anu ary 10, 1918, as a
white-grub parasite in Man itoba, Ca n . In addition we have rea red it
from g rub s of Aphonus pyriformis collected by D. J. Caffrey at Las
Vegas, New Mex., and by Caffrey and G. W. Barber at Maxwe ll, New
Mex. It was also rea red by W. E. Pe nning ton from unknown scarabaeid la rv ae collect ed February 17, 1916, in a dec aye d stump at Gainesville, Fla., and one adult was reared , which issued March 27, 1916.
As wit h Microphthalma disju ncta, the grub is not seen to be parasitized until the para sitic larvae are practically fuH-grown. The h abits
of the larvae and th eir effect on th e grub are lik e those of disjunc ta
except that th ere is not the conspi cuou s liqu efying effec t on th e g rub
( Pl. VI, F ig . 21), previously men tion ed for that species. Apparent ly

(l.

F 1G. 17. Ptilodexia
harvasa
Walk.,
larva,
l atera l view;
a, view
of posterior
end, showi ng sp ir ac l es;
b, a sp ir acle
mu c h
enlarged.

th e eggs are laid in early fa ll and the sma ll maggots enter the grub the
sa me season, remaining within it over winter and comp leting t heir life
cycle th e fo llow ing spr ing. From grubs collected at Chelsea, Ve rmont ,
May 8, maggots were observed from May 16 to 20, forming the puparia
usually a few days thereafter.
From grubs collected at A u stin , Texa s,
A pr i l 29, Pti lodexia larvae were fir st observed from May 18 to June 18.
In these cases ad ult flies issued betw een June 11 aqd Jul y 10, the
puparium stage varying from 20 to 32 days. Grubs collected in New
Mexico May 10 and 24 showe d parasitism from May 20 to July 7, whi le
larvae from the same locality collected September i' and confined in
ind oor cages sho wed parasitic la rvae from October 7 to February 23.
The numb er of larv ae infesting a single grub vari es from l to 7 and the
average from our 50 examples is 2.3+.
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In all cases known to us vvhere this species has attacked grubs the
percent:1ge oi inf estation ha s been marked. For instance, in one lot of
grubs collected by Mr. Smith at Chelsea, Vt., over 35 per cent. were
infested by it, while more than 10 per cent. of our Austin, Tex., collection showed Ptilodexia parasitism, and over {5 per cent. of the Aphonus
grubs collected by Caffrey and Barber at l\Iaxwell, X. Mex., September
7, 1916, were parasitized by thi s species. These few examples indicate
the importan ce of thi s parasite in some section .
The fly, which ha s rather remarkably long legs, is well shown m
Figure l 6, and Plate VII, Figure 25, and the la rva and puparium, as
well as the characteristic posterior spiracles, are shown in Figures 17
and 18.
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PTILODEXlAABDOMINALIS
Desv.
This spec i.es and the following one are here recorded as parasites
of Phyllophaga on the authority of Mr. Norman Criddle , whose notes
are here given through the courtesy of Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt : P. abdom-inalis* was reared from larvae of Phyllophaga rugosa collected in
Manitoba. The larva e entered the earth to pupate after killing th e
grubs as does P. harpasa , and the two examp les reared, issued August
31 and September 1, 1915, respectively.
This dexiid has heretofore been recorded in literature only from
Nova Scotia.t
MYOCERACRE:\1IDESWalk.? ( of aut hor s) .:j:
Mr. Criddle reared a number of individuals of this species, six or
more issuing July 7 from a grub of Pliylloplzaga a11.ria or P. 11£tida,
• Determined
by J. D. Tothill.
t This species is li sted in Aldrich's Catalogue ( 1) as Dexia abdoininnlis.
+Determined by C. V\l. Johnson. J. !IL Aldrich informs us that this wide-spread
species is kn ow n in collections
under the name creinides,
but that it does not agree
with vValker's description
of that species and is probably
unclescribed .
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others issui ng July 13 and August -:I: from grubs of Serica sp., and one
August 9, from a grub of P. drakii. He writes me January 21, 1918.
that "Myocera cre111ides? appears to prefer Serica larva e and is evidently an inhabitant of semi-wooded areas."
The species is wide-spread, occurring according to published records
and spec imen s in Aldrich's collection, from New Jer sey to Oregon. the
states and provinces represented including New Jer sey (under the name
simplex in "New Jer sey Insects"), Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Manitoba,
S. Dakota, Idaho, and Oregon.
PROSENA ( l\[ocrrLOSOi\IA)
LACERTOSA V. d. vVulp
This dexiid fly was found by Mr. C. H. T. Townsend during August
1909, abundant in pastures near Coloni a Garcia, Mexico, principally
on flower s of Rudbeckia.
The flies, according to Mr. Townsend , were
at the time of his visit issuing in great number s from puparia in the
soil, and the pa st ur es in the Yicinity were heavily infested with whitegrubs , from which it was concluded that P. !accrtosa is parasitic upon
white-grubs (..).
This inference is probably correct. and this spec ies
is apparently of considerable importance in Mexico as a white-grub
enemy.

1-TYMB NOPTBROUR

°F:Nl~JVlIEi::lRE CORDED

O1'THO N R!F0VEOf .AT U i\f Brulle
Thi s large, slender-bod ied, reddish brown ichn eum on-fly (Pl. VII,
Fig. 30), which is di stributed throughout the United States, has not
been reared by us from larvae actually found attacking grubs.
The
fir st reference to this insect as an ene my of white-grubs seems to ha ve
been made by Dr. C. V. Riley ( 63), who based his record on observations
made by Prof. F. :\l. \V ebster at Lafayette, Ind .
Professor \Vebster
obtained a number of specimens of this species from a cage containing
white-grubs , and thi s appears to be the only reason for the concl usions
published by Riley. Dr. S . A. Forbe s (26) reco rd s it as a parasite of
grubs, basing his concl usions on his office notes-which
he kindly permits
the writer to publish here. The first note is as follows: " L eroy, Ill.,
Sept. 1, 1906. E. 0. G. Kelly. 0 phion cocoon found in a sod field with
part of the skin and head of Lac/111ostcrna grub enwrapped wit h cocoon.
To rear adult. Ap ril 27, ]907. Ophio11 adult [later determined as O.
b·ifoveolatitm I ha s emerged, pinn ed it with cocoon as accessions No.
37368. Davis." Another note furni shed by Dr. Forbes reads-"Ophion
sp., Kelly. Mackinaw. Ill., 10/ 06. Send ing to insectary."
The adults issue for the most part during April, and the larva is
probably ectoparasitic, as is Tiphia. The larva becomes full-grown and
spins it s cocoon preYious to August, passing the winter within the cocoon,
which is dull brownish, frequently darker at the extremitie:=,, smooth and
uniform in thickness at the ends as is the cocoon of Eiis, but much
shorter, measuring abollt half an inch in length and a quarter of an inch
in thickne ss.
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Our official records conta in th e follow ing note \\·hich probab ly ref ers
to t,hi s species: Mr. A. F. Satterthwait collected a Lachnosterna bearing
a Tiphia-like larv a, in a field at Nortonville, Ky ., August 6, 1915, and
when received at Lafayette the fo llowing day the grub was dead and
th e larva spinning its cocoon. The cocoon proved to be that of an
ichneurnonid, but was accidenta lly lost before the adult issued. It is
not unlikely th;it it wa s an Op hi on cocoon.
If this species is a para site of Phyllophaga only, one would expect
to find it common in infested fields, since the ad ult s are said to be common and wide-spread. The above questionab le record is th e only ava ilab le Bureau record bearing on thi s point, notwith standing the fact tha t
we have collected and rear ed thou sand s of grub s from all parts of the
U nited States.
PELECINUS P0LYTURAT0RDru.
Only one record of th is species as a white-grub parasite has been
publi shed, and thi s by Dr. S. A. Forbes (25), who in 1892 reared it from
a Phy llophaga grub obtained at Champaign, Ill., May 9, the adult issuing
A.ugu st 26 of the same year. Th ere seems to be no que stion as to the
authen ticit y of the record notwit hstanding the fact that this still stands
as the only observation on t he lar val hi story of Pelecinus.
The female of thi s parasite is quite remarkable.
T he entire body
is jet -black, and the abdomen an inch and a half long (Pl. VII, Fig. 29),
differing markedly from the mal e, wh ich lacks the long, sknd e1·-jointed
abdomen .
In 19H and 1915 female specimens of P . polyturator were found
rather common by R. J. Kewley in an isolated area four miles north of
Lafayette, Ind., although not a singl e male was observed. July 31, 1914,
he collecte d nin e females; A ugu st 3, eight ; August 8, fifteen; August 27,
three; Sep temb er 5, one; and September 6, eleven. The following year
(1915) he collected two on A ugu st 26; three August 31; and ten Septe mber 8, none being found after this date although weekly sea rche s were
made, nor were we able to find the species in any other area . The
locality in question is a wooded glen along the Wabash River and most ly
shady and cool. The bottom is rather swampy from the overflow of a
small stream of spring wate r, and is matted with grass, water plants,
and other vegetation. The specimens mentioned above were collected in
flight or resting on foliage. The females are slow fliers and travel close
to the ground, seeming to p refer sunny spots near stagnant water, and
never resting long in one spot.
The females collected were placed in cages covering pots containing
white-grubs.
On two occasions a Pelecinus was seen with the abdomen
inserted to the thorax in a crack in the ground. In one case the insect
withdrew the abdomen half a minute after being observed, and then
spen t seve ral minutes in clea ning the body w ith the feet. In the other
case the abdomen was thrust into the soil severa l time s within two or
thr ee minutes. Probably the females oviposited in th e soil, which was
not examined at the time , but no Pelecinus was reared, nor could we
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find trace s of Pelecinu s parasitism when the contents of the cage were
examined the following spring.
THE

TAWNY

BEE-FLY

(SPAR XOPOLIUS

l"ULVl 1 S

·wiec1.)

The larva of this bee-fly was first reported as an enemy of whitegrubs in 1907 by Dr. Forbes (2G), his assist ant, Mr . E. P . Taylor, having
found it attached to the back of a Phyllophaga grub at E lliott , Ill.,
August 25, 1904-. Wheth er it is ectopara sitic as are th e Tiphias or predaceou s as are the Asilidae seems not to hav e been pos itively det ermin ed.
Probably it is in a sense parasitic fo r. owing to its small size, it can
and probab ly does obtain all the necessary food from a single grub; but
since the fly can not enter the soil to lay its eggs dir ectly on the grnb,

FIG. 19.

Svarnopolii,s

ful vus "\Vie u. , female.

and probably, therefore, oviposits in a crack of the ground, the brva
upon hatching from the egg must search through the eart h for its host,
the grub, and is to this exte nt predaceou s.
Th is specie s ha s been reported from such wide ly sepa rated loca lities
as New Jersey, Kew Mexico. and Illin ois, aml although a common insect
it is probably not of prime import ance as an enemy of the white-grnbs.
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The adult is to be found on vegetation and on flowers in August
and September.
It is nearly as large as the common house-fly, but
unlike the latter it is covered with erect, vellow, fur-like hair which
gives it a look more like that of a bee than of a fly, and hence it has
received the common name of bee-fly (Fig. 19). The pupa, which has
been described in detail by J. R. Malloch ( 47), is fully exposed and
not enclosed within the last larval skin as are muscoid Diptera such as
the house-fly, and it superficially resembles a small asilid pupa.
At Galena, Il1., September 22, ] 917, this fly was very abundant on
the flowers of common roadside Helianthus, and a spider (Phidippus
a.uda.i· Hentz, det. C. R. Shoemaker) was seen to capture one of the flies
as the latter alighted on the flowers.
HAIRWORMS

(MERMITHIDAE)

Among the several thousand grubs reared at the Lafayette Laboratory but four have shown parasitism by hairworm s. The se worms are
specifically indeterminable, from our material, but belong to the genus
Mermis, and apparently we have two species: one from grubs collected
at Pensacola, Fla., by R. N. Wil son, and the other from grub s collected
at Oakland. Md., by W. E. Pennington.
The Florida grub s, collected
March 1, 1915, were received at Lafayette March 3, and placed in individual 1-ounce tin boxe s . March 16 one grub wa s dead and found to
be infested with Mermis. and ten days later a second dead and blackened
grnb was noticed, and Mermis infestation was found to be the cause of
its death. The worms were comparatively small, measuring about 6
inches in length, and several occurred in each grub. In the second case
mentioned, one grub among a lot collected at Oakland, Md. 1 November
10, 1915, ai:id received at Lafayette a few days later, wa s found dead
November 15 and infested with two worms of the genus. Mermis. These
were of cream -yellow color and noticeably larger than tho se infesting
the Florida grubs, measuring 11.3 and 12.5 inche s in length respectively
(Pl. XI, Fig. 45). Dr. Henry Fox, of the Bureau of Enwmology, also
reared a rnerrnithid from a Phyllophaga grub, obtained at Tappahannock,
Va., May 1, 1915, the dead grub and worm being noticed July 13 of the
same year. l\1ore recently (October 1. 1917), among a collection of
white-grubs made by Mr. C. F. Turner at Lexington, Mich., September
26, 1917 , we found one live grub infested with these worm s, which were
visible through the integument of the dorsum of the last abdominal
segment. These were photographed ( see Pl. XI, Fig. 43, 44) and the
live specimens were sent to Dr. N. A. Cobb, who determined the parasite
as a rnerrnithid.
According to published observations l\lermis has been recorded
from a large number of in ect ho sts, and we have ourselves frequently
obtained it from cutworms. The worms, on becoming mature, leave the
host, their maturity being usually coincident with the death of the host,
and remain in the soil probably for several months in a semi-quiescent
condition, during which period th e sexual organ s are dev eloped. :\Ioi s-
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ture is neces,sary for the growth and development of the worms alth ough
it has been assumed that the eggs might bear more or less de siccation.
The eggs of the species parasitic on white-grubs are no doubt laid in the
so il and it is to be presumed that th e worms enter the body of the grub
after hatching in the soil, although it is likewise possible that infestation
occurs from eggs or young larvae taken into the body with food.
A WEST I ND IAN GRUB-PARASITE
(CAMPSOMERIS
DORSATA Fabr.)
Mr. D. L. Van Dine has reported Ca1npso1neris dorsata as a parasite
of a white grub in Porto Rico (77 and 78), and more recently Mr. \N .
Now ell ha s given an extensive account of this species ( 53) as a parasite
of Liyyrus tmnulosus Burm., which may have been the grub referred
to by Van Dine. Whether it may also be a parasite of Phyllophaga or
Phytalis grubs is not known, but Van Dine's record seems to justify
mention of it as a possibility. Ligyrits tumulosns larv ae live in manure
a nd in soil rich in decaying matter, and the wasp in oviposition completely paralyzes the grub and then lays an e.gg on the under surface of
the body, the egg being deposited on encl and at right ang les to the axis
of the body. The green Jun e-beet le [Cotin11s (Allorhina) nitida] has
similar habits, and according to our observations its common paras1te
(Scalia dubia Say) attacks the grub and oviposits almost exact ly as
does C dorsata. The wasps of Carnpsomeris are lik e Elis adults in
frequenting flower s. and in the sleeping habits of the males.

Predaceous insect-enemies of larva
ROBBER-FLIES

(ASILlDAE)

The lar vae of seve ral spec ies of robber-flies (As iliclae) are predaceous on P hyllophag a grubs, and doubtle ss many other species of
this group of flies will be found similarly active and much more beneficial in destroying underground insects than has been supposed.
The adult robber-flies are more or less beneficial in that they prey
upon other insects, and we have seen one species (Proctacanthus m-ilbertii) capture and destroy suc h active and hard-ba cked beetle s as
tiger-beetles ( Cicindela r 2-g11ttata Dej.). They are often considered
harmful and are frequently referred to as "bee-killers" because of their
habit of catc hing honey-bees.
Larvae of Asilidae belonging to six genera (Pro machu s, Erax,
Deromyia, Asilus, Ceraturgus, and Proctacanthus)
are treated in the
following pages as actual, probable, or possible predaceous enemies of
white-grubs, the last two classes being included mainly for the benefit
of other workers who may have opportunity for further observation of
their habit s.
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PROMACHUS
VERTEBRATUS
Say
This import ant enemy of white-grubs is kno wn to occur in :Michigan , Indiana, Wisconsin. Illinoi s, Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, and
\71/
ash ington.
Acco rding to our observation s the larva of P. vertebrat11s is the
mo st beneficia l of the asilids known to at tack white-grubs.
It is very
commo n in certain parts of Vv'isconsin an d Michiga n where the commo n
white-grub is a serio us pest. The writ er ha s seve ral times seen the larva
of thi s species at tacking grubs in th e field, mo st frequently in the summer or ea rly fa ll, when the grubs have become mor e or less inact ive a nd
hav e made cells preparatory to pupation.
It makes a sma ll entrancehole into the cell and thro ugh thi s ·att acks the grub, withdrawing if
necessa ry to escape its mandibl es. Afte r it ha s weakened th e grub, or
if thi s is in the inactiv e prep up al or pupal stage, th e predator may ent er
th e cell and leisure ly cons ume it s host. In the summer and fa ll of ] 914
we found large numb ers of th e empty pupal exuv iae of this fly protrudin g half their length or mor e from the ground in fields at Baraboo
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and lVIadison, Wis., and at Rich land, Mich., where grubs had been destructive in 1912 and the adult beetles of that brood had issued in the
spr ing of 1914.
The life cycle ha s not been comp letely worked out, but from the
fact s that we have kept larv ae in confine ment for two yea rs and that
lar vae of one size and pupal ex uvi ae are found common in th e same
localit y only every three years, it is probable that thf cycle is three years,
as Dr. Felt ba s found to be the case with P. fitchii. The larv a is pure
creamy-w hite , smooth, cylindri cal, and tapering at the ext remitie s. It
very closely re sembles the lar va of Erax, an d is shown in Figure 20. In
feedi ng, it puncture s the host with its sharp mandib les and, inserting
its head in the small open ing, sucks the · body fluids. This and the other

~l

asilid larvae differ noticeably from tabanid larv ae in their feeding habits ,
the latter using their mandibles to tear the skin of the host and being
exceedingly quick in their operation s, while the asilids are slmYer in
their movement s and pierce their host by a puncture rather than by a
cut or tea r. The pupal form, and especially the brown chitinizecl spines
and the stigma! spot s, can be seen beneath the larval skin severa l hours

FIG. 21.

Pi•o1Jiach1,s verte bratus Say, pupa.

before pupation act ually takes place. As the larval skin split s the pupa
rapidly emerges, requiring less than a minute and a half to comp lete its
exit . The head and body segments of the pupa are well armed with
rigid spines (Fig. 21) which it uses to advantage in pu shing it self to the
surface of the soil just before the emergence of the imago. Pupation
occurs, accordi ng to our record s, from May 26 to July 18, and the adults
issue from June 15 to A ugu st 18, the pupal period varying from 19 days,
in rare instance s, to 39 days , with an average from 55 examp les of 32.+

FIG. 22.
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days. Of the 59 adults reared and rec!orded as to sex, 29 were males
and 30 females. The fly is very characteristically shown in Figure 22
and in Plate VII, Figure 26. The female lays its whitish, elliptical eggs
in fall in cracks in the soil or in little earthen cavities which the female
makes, usually several eggs being laid together.
The larvae upon
hatching search the soil for food, probably feeding at first on small
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soft-bodied insects and possibly also on earthworms.
We have no
rec ord of the number of grubs which a single vertebratus larva may
destroy but it is doubtless several, possibly many, and it undoubtedly
rank s as one of the most important natural enemies of the common
white-grub.
PROMACHUSFlTCHII 0. S.
According to Aldrich's catalogue ( 1) this species has been recorded
as occurring in Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Florida, and Connecticut,
and we have rear ed it from larvae collected in the grub-infested areas
near Richland, Mich., and Madison, Wis . The larva of P. f1trhii was
first reported as predaceous on grubs by Dr. E. P. Felt (18) who found
it very ab undan t in fields heavily infested with white-grubs in New
York, in some cases outnumbering the grubs. According to Dr. Felt's
observations the lar vae live in the ground at least two years, and it is
believed that they have a three-year life cycle-which would correspond
exactly with the length of the life cycle of the more injurious species of
Phyllophaga in New York-a
very important factor where only one
de stru ctive brood occurs every three years. There is little doubt from
. Dr. Felt's note s that this larva is as destructive to grub s in New York
as is P. ve rtebratus in the central states.
According to our rearing records pupation occurs usually in June,
although occasionally in May, and in every case the pupal period was
almost exactly 30 clays in length.
\V e are unabl e to dist ingui sh the larva e of fitchii from tho se of
ver tebratus although the mature larvae of the latter are mu ch the larger.
The pupae are likew ise very similar, but are sepa rable according to Mr.
J. R. Malloch (48). The adult of fit chii (P l. VII, Fig. 27) is small er
than that of ve rt ebrat11s and quite unlike it in appearance, th e body of
the former being covered, sparsely in parts, with golden hair.
PROMACHUSBASTARDI!Macq.
Thi s specie s, which has not been seen by u s, occurs in the Eastern
States, and Mr. H. E. Smith states that the larvae are predaceou s on
Phyllophaga grubs in confi nement cages. From this ob servation and
fr om the known habit s of the closely related spec ies already mentioned,
th ere is little doubt that P. bastardii attac ks grubs und er normal fielclconclitions.
ERAX MACULATUSMacq.
(Syn. E. interruptus Macq., and E. lateralis Macq.)
Of the seve ra l spec ies of Erax known to attack white-grubs, maculatus is the most common and beneficial. While following the plow
near Greemrnod, Miss., in Ma;.ch and April, 1914, Mr. H. E. Smith
found many asilicl larvae, the fields being in all cases infe sted with
white-grubs to a greater or less degree; and in one or two instances the
larv ae were seen feeding on grubs. In confinement the larvae , wh ich
were believed to be of a single species, readily attacked grubs, usually
puncturing the host on the dorsum near the head, but sometimes at
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other points. Frequently they partially entered the opening thus made,
all the while sucking th e body fluids, sometime s feedin g until nothing
but the shr iveled grub-skin remained. Several adults issued , all prior to
Augu st 21, 1914, but only one was preserved.
This proved to be E.
maculatus.
A lat va of this spec ies which we obtained December 11,
1915, at Louisville, Ky., in sod ground heavily infested with P hyllophaga
and Cotinu s (A llorhin a) grubs, pupated July 29-August
3, 1916, and
the adult issued Sep temb er 2. Mr. George G. A in slie collected thr ee
larvae of thi s species while following a plow at Fellsmere, Fla., March
25, 1914, and placed them all in one box. Wh en examined a month
later only one remained, the others having appar ently been killed and
eaten by th e survi vor. This larva, which was rec eived at th e Lafayet te
Laboratory May l, issued as an ad ult August 6, 1914. The larva (Fig.
23) of thi s species ha s been pr eviou sly recorded by E. S. G. Titu s ( 73)
as predaceous on Lig yru s grubs in Louisiana . It attacks a grub as does

F1a.

23. Head (a) a nd ana l segment (b) of Erax
maculatus
Ma cq. , larva.

Pro111ach11sverteb rat us, which is shown in Figure 20 in its typical position when attacking a grub.
From our data th e lif e cycle appears to be one yea r , th e winter
always being passed in th e lar val stage , pupation occurrin g in July and
Augu st, and th e adult fly (F ig. 24) issuing during A ugu st and early
September.
·
The spec ies is distribut ed from P ennsyl vania to Central A merica,
but seems to be more typically a species of the south ern Uni ted States.
Acco rding to Titus ( 73), th e adults of E. niacu latus are predaceous
on ad ult tabanid s the larvae of which are predaceous on white-grubs.
ERAX
AESTUAN S Linn.
This species is includ ed as a possible enemy of white-grubs from
th e fact that it was collected in a field infe sted with them and doe s attack
P hyllophaga grubs in confinem ent. A single specimen was reare d by
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us from a larva received from Mr. G. G. Becker, obtained at Hot Springs,
Ark.. Aug ust 19, 1916. It pupated September ~ and issued as an ad ult
October 22, 1916.

FIG. 24.

Erax

maculatus

;\Jac q., fe mal e.

CINERASCENS
Bellardi
(Sy n. E. albibarbis Macq.)
Mr. E. G. Kelly reared two adults of this species from larvae collected at Wellington, Kan., March 11, 1911, in fields infe sted by whitegrubs. The lar vae pupated between May 6 and 19, 1911, and adults
issued abo ut June 11. No evidence of their predaceou habits was
obtained. \Ve have also reared thi s species from a larva obtained by the
writer September 29, 1916, in a field heavily infe ste d by grubs at Rockton, Ill. The larva pupated between May 31 and June 7, 1917, and
issued as an adult July 7, 1917.
ERAX

DEROMYIA
WINTIIDn
\Vied.
June 28, 1915, Dr. Henry Fox, while following a plow in a wheat
stubble field at Tappahannock, Va., found a larva of this species "c rawling over and apparent ly feeding on a Lachnosterna pupa." The lar va
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a nd pupa were placed together in a tin-box cage, and Jul y 3 he saw the
ma ggot feeding on the pupa. By Jul y 6 nothing but the shriv eled pupal
skin of the g rub remained and the larva appeared to be noticeably larger .
It pupated previous to Jul y 16, and the adult which issued betwee n
August 6 and 9 was determined by W. R. Walton as Deroniyia wint henii
(PI. VIII, Fig. 31). Dr. Fox also reared thi s asilid from a pupa found
in the soil at Tappahannock, Va., June 28, 1915, th e adult issuing July
16, 1915.
DEROM YJA DISCOLOR Lo ew
Mr. Harrison E. Smith r eared thi s species at W ellington , Kan.,
Jul y 1, ] 913, from a lar va picked up behind the plow March 11, 1913, and
Mr. J. A. Hyslop collected larvae behind the plow at Wolf sv ille, Md.,
May 2, 1913, from which he obtained pupae June 13 and 14 and two
adult s of D. discolor July 10 and 11, respectiv ely. Aside from th e fact
that the helds were infested wit h white-grubs,' there is no evidence that
th ey were predaceo us.
DEROMYIA
UM BRIN A Loew
A lthough we have no positive proof that thi s or the preceding species
.i s predaceous on white-grubs , th e fac t that the y are found in fields
inf ested with gr ub s and the furth er fact that the very closely related
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D e-roniyia

unibrina

Loew,

eggs,

mu ch en la r ged.

specie s D . winthcmi is known to attack them are indicative of their
h abits, and the notes herewith given seem pertinent.
A male and female D. u1llbrina collecte d at Lafayette, Ind ., by Mr.
R. J. Kewley, were placed in a chi mney cage at 6 :00 p. m., August 1,
1914, and by 3 :30 p. rn .. A ugu st 4, 93 eggs were laid, the female dying
th e follow ing da y. The eggs were laid singly or in gro up s of 2 to 13,
a few on the surface , but most of the m in th e soil at various dept h s up
to ¾ inch. the majority about ¼ inch deep. Some were placed in cracks
in the dirt. and others in little cavit ies made by the female. The egg

,
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1s cream- co lored, elliptical , slig htly curved, 1.8 to J.U mm. in leng th by
.8 mm . in width ( Fig. 25, and 1-'l. IX , Fig. 38). The eggs hatched between 1 :00 p. m. A ugu st 11 and 1 :UO p. 111. Augus t 12, but none of the
lar vae were reared to maturit y.
AsrLus PAR0Pus Walk.
We have rea red thi s spec ies from la rv ae co llected by the wr it er at
Montford, Wi s., October J, lHl-±, in a field heavily inf ested by whitegrubs, obtaining from th e larvae th us collected 3 ad ult s which iss ued
June U, 12, and :.!-6,19 15, re sp ect ively; a lso from a la rv a taken at Lancaster, Wis., September 27, l!:116, which pupated between May 2-! and 31,
191 7, and is su ed as an adult Jun e 22, 1917. A lthou gh th e reared spe cimens were not noticed feeding on g rub s in the field, a nother spec im en ,
supposed to be of the sa me species, wa s actually see n attacking a grub.
This specie s ha s also been rear ed a t this stati on from a larva obtained
by Mr. A. F. Satterthwait in a g rub -infested field at No rth Lima, Oh io,
October :.!-7,HlH, the adult in thi s in stance issuin g June 14, 1915. Mr.
H . E. Smit h ha s see n larv ae of thi s spec ies attack g rub s in confi nem ent,
but, becau se of their small size, he believes they are more actively predaceous on sma ller larvae, such as A noma la and Macroclactylus.
The lif e hi story of A. paropus is unknown, a lthough it probab ly
doe s not vary greatly from that of Promachus.
The pupal stag e, according to our ob se rvations , varies in lengt h from l 7 to 28 clays, the adu lt ,
a sma ll, slender fly, issuing in June.
The spec ies is sparsely but generally distributed in the northern
United States eas t of the Mis sissippi.
As1Lus LECYTHUS Wall<.
W e a re not familiar with this spec ies, which rese mbles A. paropu s,
but Mr. H. E. Sm ith report s it, in a letter, as pr edaceo u s on P hyllop h aga
grubs in confinement.
He believ es, however, that lik e A . paropns• it is
more often preclaceous on sma ller grub s of the ge nera A noma la and
Macrodactylu s.
CERATURG
US CRUCJATUS Say
Our co llection record s show that th e la rva of thi s spec ies occurs
in fields he av ily infe sted with wh it e-g rub s. One la rva taken by C. F.
Turner at Richland , Mich., Apri l 18, 191"/, pupat ed betw ee n May 3 and
10 and iss u ed as an adult June 5, l!ll 7.
PROCTACA
NTI-IUS MILBERTIIl\,facq.
Th e larva of thi s rather common Proctacant hu s ha s not been seen
attacking white-grubs but ha s been tak en in fields h eavi ly infested w ith
them at Richland, Mich., by C. F. Turner, and at New Ca rli sle, Ind.,
by the writer.
A t the former p lace it was found in co mpan y with g rub s
of Promachus vertebratus.
Our rather meager data indi cate that it ha s
a two- or thr ee-yea r cycle, th e larva pup at ing in Jul y (July 13-23 acco rd ing to our record s), and the adult s issu ing abo ut six weeks later (A ugu st
24 to September 6).
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CoEXOl\nl.\

PALLIDA

Say

According to J. R. Malioch ( 49) the la rva o f Cve nonvsia. pa!lidc,
Say (-ferruginea,
Ameri can authors) ha s been seen to feed on whitegrub s in confinement. This larva was tak en in a :field near Chicago
where gr ubs were common, an d another at DuQuoin, Ill. , "in comp an y
with larvae of Asilidae and pro bably fed also upon white-grubs."
HORSE-FLIES

(TABA"NIDAE)

Two species of tab an id la rvae ( Tabanus atratus Fabr. and T. su lcifrons Macq.) are predaceou s on P hyllophaga grub s, and further
resea rches will no doubt show the like for other species.
TI-IE AUTUMN
H ORSE-FLY
(TABANUS
SU LClFRONS
i\facq.)
T. sulcifrons seems to be commoner than T. atratu s. It ha s been
rea red from larv ae collected in plow furro ws at Greenwood, i\Iiss., by
Mr. J. M. Lang ston in February, March, and Ap ril , 1916. So me of these
larv ae pupated at the Lafayette Laborator y between A ugust a nd Septemb er 4, adults issuing A ugust 23 to Sep temb er 27. while others passed
th e winter in the lar val stage. The length of the larval stage was 16
clays for those pupating in August to 23 clays for tho se pupating the
first of September. The length of the life cycle probab ly is normally
one yea r, but no doubt scarcity of food or unfavorable soil conditions
may prolong this period, as is indicated in our experiments.
Lar vae
apparently belonging to thi s species but which died before maturing,
0
/

FIG. 26. Tabanus st,lcifrons
Mac~ .•
h ead of l arva , sh ow i ng sha rp
mandibles
extr u ded.

were collected in plow furrow s by Mr. E. G. Kelly at ·w ellingt on, Kan.
Other s were received from Mr. R. J. Kewle y, who collecte d th em while
followin g the plow at College Park, JVIcl
., Apri l 20, 1916. Th ese continu ed as larvae until fa ll of th e following year, pupating in August,
1917, and issuing as adults nea rly a month thereafter.
We also r eared
a single adult from a larv a taken by G. G. Ains lie Jun e 24, 1914, at Caney
Spr ings, Tenn., the larva pupating between A ugu st 18 an d 24 and the
adult issuin g September 14, 1914.
In a ll cases the larvae were collecte d in fields containing wh ite-grubs,
and th eir predaceous activities in relat ion to P hylloph aga and Cyclocephala gru bs in confinement were conclu sively shown. O n comin g into
contact wit h the sof t body of the grub the larva thrust s its mandibles
into th e skin, and into the opening thus made the head is inserted , and
the body fluids a re consumed . The action of the mandibles i~ very
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peculiar and interesting. They are quite sharp, strong, slightly curved,
and carr ied in a groove along the dorsal lateral side of the head when not
in use. \i\Then in action they are rapidly thrust outwards and downwards
( Fig. 26), the two generally working in unison and literally tearing the
skin of the prey. Sometimes this operation is repeated seve ral times
and at different points on the body of the grub before any attempt at
feeding is made. The writer has had his hand so severely punct ur ed by
th e mandibles that itching or stinging lasted for several hours. In our

F1a. 27.
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Macq.,

l a rv a.

tin boxes the ho st grub sometimes prepared a cell, and the tabanid larva
often made an entrance to the cell just large enough for its head and
the fore part of its body, thus enab ling it to withdraw, if necessary, to
a sa fe distance from the grub. This strategy is also frequently adopted
by asilid larvae. The Tabanus larvae can crawl about and penetrate
· the earth quite freely. They prefer moi st places. They no doubt feed
on various soft- bodi ed underground insect s, and probably on earthworms
a lso. This species and T. atratus can pass long periods without fooda capacity frequent among predaceous larvae living und er simi lar conditions.
The ad ult is one of the common hor se-flies and is often so abund ant
as to be a ser ious stock pest. It is distributed from New Jersey to Louisiana and M issouri. It is of large size, varying in length from 17 to 20
mm. ; the larg e compound eyes are typical of the family; the under
surface of the thorax is den sely covere d with a grayish pubescence, the
upper surface "·ith alternate black and grayish brown longitudinal mark-

F!G. 28.

T a ba n11s atratus

Fab1·.,

l:J.rva.

ings; the dorsum of the alx lornen is reddish brown, with yellowish white
triangles on se.gments two to five; the wings are transparent, with certain
areas of the yeins margined with brown ( Pl. IX, Fig. 34, 35). The
eggs have not ?een described, but they are probably du_ll-colored an_d
laid in mas ses like those of related species. The larva (Fig . 27) of this
species, which measures about 30 mm. in length when full-grown, is
glossy, semitran sparent white with delicate, almo st microscopic, longi-
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tudinal striae. By these characters alone it is readily distinguished from
the larva of T. atratits, which is marked with black (Fig. 28), and from
the asilid larvae Erax and Promachus, which are waxy white or creamcolor. Likewise the anal end of Tabanus bears a retractile fleshy protuberance or breathing tube (Fig. 29), and each abdominal segment
bears six ventrally placed fleshy tubercles, the upper one on each side
along the lateral line being the most conspicuous, and those on the last

FIG. 29.

Taban"s
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Macq.,

end of larva.

two or three segments only faintly indicated. The asilid larvae lack
these characters, the anal end being more or less pointed and the body
smooth. The chitinous head is elongate and slender, brownish , and
freely retractile (Fig. 26). The dull brown pupa (Pl. IX, Fig. 36) is
slender, rather uniform in thickness throughout its entire length, curved,
and is not armed with conspicuous spines as are the asilid pupae. The
reader is referred to papers by Hine (36,37,38) and Hart (34) for
more complete descriptions of this and the following specie s, and for
particulars concerning their habits.
THE BLACK HORSE-FLY(TABANUS ATRATUSFabr.)
Our observation s on the habits and activities of this species are
confined to one rearing record made from a larva obtained by Mr. A. F.
Satterthwait near Linton , Ind., May 3, 1916. The larva was found along
the drainage-ditch edge of a corn field where acute injury by wireworms
and cutworms occurred in 1914. The tract in which this larva was found
is a reclaimed swamp, covered with water much of the time until a few
years ago and only the past season or two sufficiently drained for cultivation. The larva was placed in an ounce tin-box and there freely
attacked and ate grub s of Phyllophaga and Cyclocephala. It pupated
between Augu st 24 and 29 and th e mature fly issued September 11, 1916.
Its feeding habit s differed in no way from those described for sulcifrons.
The adult ( Pl. VIII, Fig. 32; Pl. IX , Fig. 33) is one of the commoner species of hor se-flies, known as the black horse-fly or breeze-fly,
and is distributed from southern Canada to Mexico, east of the Rocky
Mountains.
It is con spicuous because of its very large size, measuring
about 24 mm. in length. The large eyes are typical of the family, the
thorax and abdomen are black and covered with a thin whitish bloom,
and the wings are black at the base to dusky or brownish transparent at
the apex . According to Mr. Chas. A. Hart, who carefully described
the various stages ( 34) , the eggs are dark brown, subcylindrical, about
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2.5 mm. long, with the surface minutely rugose. They are laid in masses
(as illustrated in Plate IX, Figure 37, single masses contain ing as many
as 500 eggs) on rushes and the like over water or wet ground. The
larva is larger than that of the species just described, and at the connection of each segme nt is a broad blackish band which widens on the
sides to form a broken lateral longitudina l blackish line. Otherwise it
re sembles T. sulcifrons.
It is well illustrated by Figure 28. The pupa
is similar to that of s1tlcifrons but is slight ly larger (Pl. VIII, Fig. 3i).
According to Walsh and ot her aut hor s this spec ies is semiaquatic
and feeds on water-snails, and probab ly also on various soft-bodied
insects and earthworms.
Mr. Hart obtained a hyrnenopterous
parasite (Plzanurus tabanivorns As hrn.) from th e eggs of T. atratns (P l. IX, Fig. 37, and
Pl. X, Fig. 39) and the same parasite has been reared from th is host in
Ohio and Louisiana by Prof. J. S. Hine (38) . Another parasite, obtained by Mr. F. C. Bishopp from tabanid eggs collected in Texas. has
been recently de scrib ed by A. A. Gi rault as Phanurns e1nersoni (31).
These two spec ies of Phanurus are the only parasites known to at tack
the tabanids in any stage.
CoLEOPTERA

( CARABIDAE)

Carabid larvae are always to be found in abundance in fields whic h
are being plowed, and occasionally they have been seen in unusual abun dance in those heavily inf ested with white-grubs.
While the ev idence

FIG. 29a.
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in their favor in these cases is largely circumstantial, it is very probable
that the y are often predaceous on grubs, and much more beneficial than
at present suppo sed.
While following the plow at Victoria , Texas, February 18, 1916,
Mr. J. D. l\1itchell found carabid larvae abundant in a grub-infested field;
in fact they were nearly twice as numerous as the grubs, and the adu lts
wh ich we reared from the ·larvae sent to us, proYed to be our common
H arpalus pennsylvanirns Dej. ( Schwarz det.).
In our underground
breeding-cages larvae and adults of H. penns 'ylva11icus (P l. VII, Fig.
28) and Amara sp. have been found abundant, with evidence of their
predaceous activities, and in the cages it appeared that the adu lt beetles
as well as the larvae (Fig. 29a) attack the grubs. In the field this
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species is the most frequent and doubtless the most beneficial of all the
carabids, although we also find the larv ae of H. caliginosus Fabr. quite
common in grub-infested fields.
An interesting observation on the predaceous habits of these larvae
was made by Mr. H. E . Smith at ·we llingto n, Kan., April 4, 1913. A
carabid larva picked up behind the plow and placed with a Phyllophaga
grub immediately attacked it, piercing the skin with it s mandibles but
not tearing it, making only a sma ll opening through which the body
fluids were obtained. The grub thus attacked died in about three hours,
after most of the body fluid s had been consumed . The cara bid died
before maturing.
The carabid adults, commonly termed ground-beetles, have been
frequently observed feeding on ad ult May-beetles. Mr. C. M. Packard
saw an adult Calosoma caHdum Fabr. in the act of attacking a live Maybeetle at Hagerstown, Md., Apri l 21, 1914. The beetle worked its head
beneath the elytron of its prey and bit into the so ft part of the abdomen ,
a method usually practiced by these insects. Mr. Packa rd observed at
the same time a H arpalus caliginosus eating the remains of a dead
Phyllophaga, there being no proof, howe ver, that it was responsible for
the death of the beetle. Mr. W. L. Taliferrio saw at College Park, Md.,
May 8, 1893, a C. calidiim . feeding on the viscera of a live Phy lloph aga
adult through a hole in the abdomen, and the writer has made simi lar
ob servations at Lafayette, Ind. We have also seen Calosoma scrutator
Fabr. eating a live May-beetle beneath an electric light . Dr. Forbes
(25) ment ions finding a carabid beetle (Chlaenius tomentosus Say)
clinging to a Phyllophaga beetle and feeding upon its viscera, partly
drawn out of the wound, and Dr. Riley (60) saw Calosoma lugubre
attacking May-beet les beneath street lights.
An interesting parasite of Harpalus pennsylvanicus ( ?) larvae was
found by the writer at Mendon, Mich., September 11, 1916. In the field,
which was being plowed, carabicl larv ae and adu lt H. pennsylva11icus
( Schwarz clet.) were exceeding ly numerous , and two larvae were found
parasitized by a hymenopteron.
Both were ri.gid, as though attacked
by an Isaria fungus, and to one the naked pupa of the parasite was
attached. The other showed the parasite larva ju st issuing. The larva
when mature, issues from the anal encl of the host, and, remaining
attached, it pupates as illustrated (Pl. XV, Fig. 61) . The adu lt of this
parasite was not obtained.
MIS CE LLANEOUS

INSECTS

SOMETIMES

PREDATORY

Dr. Forbes (26) records an observation mad e by E. G. Kelly, who
found three yellow coarctate meloid larvae with the remains of whitegrubs attache·cl, the natural supposition being that they had been feeding
on the grub s; and this is quite probable since it is a well-known fact
that meloid larvae, the immature stages of the destructive blister-beetles,
feed on grasshoppers' eggs and the immature forms of certain other
insects.
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Ants can not be considered predaceous enemies of white-grubs, but
in our cages it is evident that they have been responsible for the death
of grubs and pupae. It is doubtful if healthy grubs are ever attacked
by them under normal conditions, but we have seen them attacking grubs
almost immediately after being exposed by remo ving a piece of infested
sod. The ants in the cases mentioned above, were Lasius niger Linn.,
var. americanus Emery.
According to Mr. E. G. Smyth, Mr. T. H. Jone s reared larva e of an
elaterid (Pyrophorus luminosus Ill.) upon Phyllophaga larv ae in confinement, and adults were taken from soil in a cane field in Porto Rico
where the white-grubs had been present in numbers, the latter fac t
indicating that the predaceous activity observed by Mr. Jon es in the
cages is a normal habit of the larvae und er field conditions. Mr. J. A.
Hyslop has found these larvae simi larly act ive toward white-grubs in
tin-box cages.
Crickets may also prey upon white-grubs, as was noticed by the
writer at Cascade, Iowa, September 24, 1917. While following the
plow in a sod field heavily infested with the 1917 brood of grubs, two
spec ies of crickets ( Gryllus assimilis Fabr. and N emobius fasciatus, va r.
· vittatus De G., Caudell det .) were seen to attack the young grubs as
these were exposed by the plow. The crickets were quite numerous, the small N emobius probably the more common, and after attacking
the grub they would feed on the fluids issuing from the wounds.
MITES

AS ENEMIES

OF PHYLLOPHAGA

LARVAE

Mites, determined by Mr. Nathan Banks as Rhizoglyphus phy lloxerae Riley, have frequently been found infe st ing grubs in th e field and
are a constant ca use of troub le in our breeding cages. They firmly attach
themselve s to their host, and if not removed will frequently kill the grub.
While we have never found them as destructive in the field as in our tinbox cages, neverthele ss there is little doubt that they do sometimes
weaken or even kill grubs under natural conditions ( 55). The same
species has been collected on white-grubs by Mr. J. A. Hyslop at Hagerstown, Md., and by Dr. Henry Fox at Tappahannock , Va. It is widespread, our records showing its occurrence in the U nit ed States from
Massach usetts to Texas. It s normal food appear s to be decaying vegetable and animal matter.
A pale whitish species, Tyroglyphus annipes Bks. (Banks det.),
was found infesting white-grubs collected at Austin, Tex.; and a third
species attacking them, which l\fr. Banks determined as Parasitus sp.,
was collected by Mr . C. N. Ainslie at Springville, Utah, and at Elk Point;
S. Dal<.
The adult May-beetles are also sometimes infested by mites, and
specimens referred to Mr. Banks were determined as belonging to the
family Parasitidae ( Gamasidae) and to the genus U ropoda. All of the
mites we have collected on May-beet les are in the nymphal migratory
stages, in which they attach themselves to the beetles as a means of ca r-
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riage, and are probably neither paras1t1c nor predaceous.
When a
suitable breeding ground is reached the mites drop and tran sform, and
begin to feed on bacterial and fungous growths.

Parasites of the beetle
0RTALID

FLIES

(PYRGOTAUNDATAWrnn. and P. VALIDA HARRIS)
Our earliest record of P. undata as a parasite o [ Phyllophaga adults
was made by Prof. F. M. Webster, who reared it in the spring of 1891
from beetles collected at Lafayette, Ind ., and the first published record
is that of Dr. Forbes in 1907 (26). P. valida was first re are d and recorded by the writer in 1913 (15), and we have since reared it many
times.
..
The life histories of the two species are substantially alike. The
beet les are attacked only at ni.ght while they are feeding, or in fligh t,
the Pyrgota fly alighting on the back of the beetle, which if feeding is

FIG. 30 .
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usually sufficiently disturbed to cause it to drop, at the same time spr ead ing its wings to break the fall. The fly immediately takes advantage
of this act to thrust its ovipositor through the exposed thin abdominal
wall beneath the wing covers and to lay an egg in the abdomen. The
abdomen and ovipositor of Pyrgota are admirably adapted to this act,
the former being curved, with the tip hard and conical, and the ovipositor being a fleshy muscular organ of medium length with a sharp-pointed
chitinous tip (Fig. 31).
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The eggs are elliptical, measuring .05 111111. by 1.2 mm., and pure
\\"hite (Fig. 32). Counts of eggs in the bodie s of two specimens of P.
1t11data., made May 29, 1913, gave 54 and 98 respectively. The length of
the egg stage has nev er been determined by us , but it is probably only
five or six day s, since th e beetles are killed by the maggots within ten
clays or two weeks after being attacked, and the average length of the
e.gg and larval stages combined is about three weeks. Before succumbing to the attack of the para sitic larva the beetle enters the earth to a
depth of two to six inche s, and within the abdominal cavity of the host
the larva pupates and remains as a pupariurn until the following spring.
Occasionally some of the tachinid parasites issue in the summer of the
same year in which they pupate, but this never occurs with Pyrgota,
and we have never found more than one Pyrgota developing within the
same ho st. Rarely the Pyrgota remains in the puparium stage over two
winters. In one case a male P. futilis caged Jun e 12, Hll 6. was found
to contain a parasitic larva June 27, thi s larva forming the pupariurn
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shortly thereafter, and although other parasites of the same spec ies and
from the same lot issued in the spring of 1917, one remained over the
seco nd winter and issued as an adult female P. undata May 11, 1918,
about two years after it was first observed in the ho st. The lar va (Fig.
33) is white and very robust, and in this respect might be likened to
some of the larger nut-w eevi ls. The puparia of the two species (Fig.
34, and Pl. X, Fig. 41) are quite distinct and readily recognized. They
are alike in shape, being broadly ovate, noticeably thicker and broader at
the rounded anal end, th e anterior encl being pointed, hut differ in size,
tex ture , and posterior spiracl es. The puparium of P midata is the
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larger of the two, averaging about 4.8 mm. at its widest point and 9.0
mm. in length, nearly smooth, and black with a slight silky luster. The
posterior pair of sp iracles are set a little above the median latera l line ,
one on each side of a small but prominent cavity which is enc ircled by
a rugose ridge. P. valida is a smaller species, the puparium ( Pl. X,
Fig. 41) of which measures about 4.0 mm. at its widest point , and 7.5
mm. in length. It is dull black, coarsely punctate, being covered throughout with closely placed deep punctures.
The spiracles are distant from
the median latera l line and there is no trace of a cavity as described for
undata. The adult flies are rather grotesque in appearance, being abou t
as large as a medium-sized wasp, the head pointed at the apex and subtriangular or conical, with prominent eyes, the thorax of the usual size .
and the abdomen slender at the base but broadening apically, and narrow-
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FIG. 33. Pyrgota
,mdata
Wied., larv a; a,
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end, show in g posterior
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much
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FIG . 34 . Pyrgola
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vie,\ '.

en lal'ged.

ing again in the female to a conical tip . The body and legs of undata
are browni sh, and the wings, excepting the poste.rior margins, are
of the sa me color (Fig. 30), while in valida the body and legs are blackish and the wing s mottled with black ( Pl. XI, Fig. 42).
Pyrgota undata appears to be the more common of the two species
and has been recorded from suc h widely separated loca1ities as Quebec,
(Canada), New Jersey, and Kansas.
We have reared it from nine
species of Phyllophaga, namely, P. bipartita, fervida ( =arcuata), fra-
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tema, fusca, futilis ( gibbosa), hirticula, ilicis, i1vtplicita, and veheniens,
collected from Illinoi s, Indiana, i\lis souri, Wi scc nsin, and Virginia, as
follows:
St. Louis, Mo. (Phil. Rau); Charlottesville, Va., (H. Fox
and W. J. Phillips) ; and from Milford and Sh eldon, Ill., Lafayette,
Orleans, Princeton, and Vincenn es, Ind., and Lancaster, Wis. (members
of the Lafayette Station staff, including R. J. Kewley, D. G. Tower, A.
F. Satterthwait, H.J. Hart, F. A. Fenton, S . L. r-.Iason, and the writer).
In addition we have found puparia of this species in the bodies of P.
hirtiventris and P. calceata collected in 1914 at Pau ls Valley and Shawnee, Ok la., respectively, by Mr. W. E. Pennington , the para sitized beetles
being among a lot which had previously been caged for eggs and later
sent in for determination.
An empty undata puparium was found in
the body of a dead fema le P. hirticula picked up behi nd the plow by Mr.
C. M. Packard at Hagerstown, Md. Other distribution records of P.
undata in our files include Tempe, Ariz. (V. L. Wildermuth), Ithaca,
N. Y., and Indianapolis, Ind. (H . Morrison), and New Haven, Conn.,
and Linglestown , Pa. (Champlain).
The dates of emergence accordi ng
to our 166 rearing records are May 8 to May 30, and in the field we
find the species most common about May 20- 24. Female beetles are
much more frequently parasitized than mal es, and there appea r s to be
some evide nce that male flies are more frequently produced in the smaller
species of beetles; in other words, the supply of food appears to have an
influence in determining sex.
Pyrgota valida was bred from thirte en specie s of l\ifay-beetles,
namely, P. an,ria ( =dubia),
balia, calceata, crassissima, crenulata,
f ervida ( =arcuata),
fusca, futilis, ( =gibbosa),
hirticula, iniplicita,
inversa , rugosa, and tristis collected as follows: Strathroy and Wilton
Grove, Ontario, Can . ( collected by H. G. Crawford), Manhatta n, Kan.
(J. W. McCo lloch), Wakeman, 0. (W. B. Ha ll), and She ldon , Ill.,
Lafayette and Orleans, Ind., Battle Creek, Farmington, Holland, Imlay
City, and Port Huron, Mich., and College Station, Tex. (members of
Lafayette Station staff, including D. G. Tower, H. J. Hart, A. F. Satterthw ait, R. J. Kewley, F. A. Fenton, S. L. Mason, and the writer).
In
addit ion a puparium of this species was found in the body of a female
P. calceata obtained at Shawnee, Okla., in 1914 by W. E. Penn ington .
In literat ure it has been recorded from New York to Illinois, and Mr.
E. G. Kelly ha s collected the adult at Wellington, Kansas. The adult
of valida emerged, according to our 95 cage records, much ear lier than
undata, that is from April 23 to June 5, and out -of-doors it is found
most often early in May, although we have taken it at Lafayette, Ind.,
as late as May 25, while collecting beetles from trees at night. P. valida,
as in the case of undata, has a one-year life cycle, only one larva develops in a beetle, and females seem to be more readily subject to attack
than males, although this tendency is more marked in our undata record s.
Both species frequent trees at night where the beetles are feed;ng,
and both sexes are often attract~d to electric light s, sometimes in very
conspicuous numbers.
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These species are not as abundant nor apparently as wide-spread as
our common tachinid ( Cryptomeigenia theutis), but in some sections
where they occur in sufficient numbers they are undoubtedly beneficial
to a marked degree, especially as they most frequently attack the fema le
beetles. Although these may lay a few eggs after being parasitized,
our studi es up to the pre sent time indicate this to be the exception rather
than the rule.
Vve have never reared a parasite of Pyrgota, but Mr. E. G. Smyth
ha s done so and has sent us two examples of the parasite, which were
determined by Mr. S. A. Rohwer as a new genus and new species in
Bethylidae. Mr. Smyth reared these from a Pyrgota undata puparium
found in Illinois in 1914 by Mr. G. N. Wolcott, and writes that a number
of the parasites issued from a single puparium .
TACHINID

FLIES

In our studies three species of tachinid flies ( Cryptomeigenia theutis,
Eutrixa exile, and Biomyia lachnosternae) have been reared from Maybeetle s, and of these C. theutis is much the most common and wide-spread
and seems to be the most beneficial of the parasites attacking the Phyllophaga adult. The three species can be readily distingui shed in the adult
and pupal sta.ges by characters shown in the accompanying illustrations
of the flies and the posterior spiracles of the larvae or puparia (Fig . 35,
36, and 41-43). Two other species ( C. aurifacies and Eutri,rnides jonesii),
which occur in Porto Rico, are briefly treated.
CRYPTOMEIGENIA
THEUTIS Walk.
The first published record of the parasitic habit s of this species is
that of Coquillett (13), who reports it as having been reared by Theo.
Pergande from an adult Phyllophaga inversa taken at Washington, D.
C., May, 1892, the fly issuing Mar. 23, 1893. The species occurs generally throughout the northern states east of the Rocky Mountains, and its
distribution, according to publi shed records and our own studies, indude s Toronto and Montrea l, Canada; New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, District of Columbia , Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Kansas, Mississippi, Virginia, and Tennessee; and
Mr. Norman Cridd le writes Jan . 10, 1918, that he has reared it from
May-beet les collected in Manitoba, Canada.
\Ve have reared thentis only from Phyllophaga, including the
species drak ii ( grandis), f crvida (=arcuata), fraterna, fusca, futilis
(=gibbosa), hirticula, ilicis, imp licita, inversa, mi cans, rngosa, tristis,
and vehemens, but the writer once observed it in the act of laying an egg
on an adult Diplotaxis, and it is not unlikely that further study will show
it to be parasitic on certain of the larger Diplotaxis and beetles of related genera which feed on tree foliage at night. The fly (Fig. 35),
which is about the size of the common house-fly and superficially resemb les it, is frequently seen resting on tree foliage at night. At Lafayette, Ind., we find it throughout the month of May, sometimes earlie r,
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FIG.

35.

Cry1Jtome·igenia

thentis

, valk.,

m a l e.

a.
FIG. 36.

Cryvto,neigenict

th entis ~ 'a lk ., l a r va; a , ana l encl, showin g p oste ri o r sp ir ac l es ;
b, post eri o 1· spir ac l es mu ch e nl a r ged.
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and frequently during the month of June. In the act of oviposition the
fly stealthily crawls onto the beetle while the latter is feeding or copulating at night and proceeds to lay one or more eggs, which it fastens to
the body of the beetle by means of a glutinous secretion. The eggs (Fig.
37) are light brown, ova l, mea suring .36 mm . by .66 mm. They are
frequently laid on the abdomen, usually at the side and near the edge
of the elytron (P l. X, Fig. 40) or they may even be slipped beneath the
wing cover. They are sometime s laid on the hard parts of the body,
such as the elytra and thorax, but it is questionable whether larvae
hatching from eggs thus deposited are able to enter the body of the host.
The larv ae ( Fig. 36) enter the abdominal cavity of the beetle and devour
the fatty ti sues, finally attac king the vital organs and thus killing the
host. Before succumbin g to the attacks of the parasitic larvae, in fact
seve ral days before death, the beetle almost invariably enters the soil
to a depth of severa l inches, sometimes 6 or 8, the larvae pupating within
the body cav ity and remaining there as a rule until spring of the fol lowing year.

Fm.

37.

Cryvtomeigenici

theutis

,v a llc , eggs , much

e nl arged.

This species is the most frequent beetle par asite according to our
observations, which include over 850 rearing records from th e following
localities: l\Ianhattan , Kan. (J. W. McColloch and W. P. Hayes),
Greenwood, Miss. (J. i\1. Langston), Wakeman, 0. (''vV. B. Hall),
Clark sville, Tenn. (H. Fox an d P. Wyatt), Richmond, Va. (T. S. Herbert), Tappahannock, Va. (I-I. Fox), Milford a nd Sheldon, Ill. , Akron,
I-fontingburg, Lafayette, Orleans, Princeton, and Vincennes, Ind., Battle
Creek, East Leroy, Farmington, Imla y City, Mendon, Port Huron, and
Richland, i\[ich., Napo leon and Swanton, 0., and Trout Lake, Wis.
(members of Lafayette Statio n staff, including R. J. Kewley, D. G.
Tower, A. F. Sa tt erth wait, S. L. Mason, F. A. Fenton, H. J. Hart, C.
F. Turner, and the writer).
The names in parenthesis indicat e the collector s, who grea tly helped the investigation by sendin g in spec imens of
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live May-beetles. In some cases the flies issued the year they killed the
beetles, but most of those forming puparia in the spring of one year did
not issue until the spring of the following year. From this and other
data it is certain that under natural conditions the flies normall y have
a one-year life-cycle. In our cage experiments flies began to issue soon
after the cages were removed from their winter quarters, that is abo ut
April 20, and continued to issue until early in May. These dates are
somewhat earlier than is normal out-of-Joors, the first emergence of
flies usually being coincident with or shortly after beetle emergence,
which in the latitude of Lafayette is, as a rul e, the la st few days in
April. It would appear that both sexes of beetles are attacked indiff erently, since the number of male and female beetles from which the flies
are reared is almost exactly the same. From one to seven larvae may
develop in a single host, although we have never reared to the adult
more than five from one beetle, and the average of the 134 examp les
obser ved in 1916 is 2.8 larvae to each beetle.
C. th eutis seems to be parasitized by a very interesting hymenopterous parasite ( Lepidopria aberrans Brues).
At Hagerstown, Md.,
August 15, 1913, Mr. J. A. Hyslop, of the Bureau of Entomology, found
a dead female Phyllophaga i.nversa containing two dipterous puparia,
which agreed with those of C. theutis. Each puparium showed two
minute hol es, and when opened one contained the shriv eled remains of
a fly and the other the fragments of an apterou s hymenopteron which
was determined and described by Mr. C. T. Brues as th e abovementioned species (10). We have occasionally found puparia showing
minute hol es, but have never found the parasite which wa s presumed
to have made them.
CRYPTOMEIGENIA
AURIFACIESWalton
This and the following species hav e been reported as parasites of
Phyllophaga adults in Porto Rico but are not known to occur in the
United States.
C. aurifacies (Fig. 38, 39) was described an d first
record ed as a parasite in 1912 by Mr. W. R. Walton (80), and was
later reported by Mr. D. L. Van Dine (78) as bred from beetles collected
in several localities in Porto Rico. It is closely related to our common
C. theutis, but may be distinguished from that species by the dorsal
vittae of the thorax, which are distinctly velvet y black, these markings
being indistinct brownish in theutis; likewise the sides of the face of
aurifacies are dis tinctly golden yellow pollinose, the face of theutis being
gray.
EuTRIXOIDES JONESII Walton
A second tachinid parasite, not known to occur in the United States,
was bred from Phyllophaga adults in Porto Rico by Mr. T. H. Jones in
1912, and the species described by Mr. Walton in 1913 (81). Although
closely related to our American May-beetle parasite, Eutri:ra exile, it is
distinguished, according to Mr. Walton, by the remarkable development
of the ovipositor (Fig. 40), and in the male by its much narrower fro nt
and face.
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F1G. 38.
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more en l a rged.
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EuTRIXA EXILE Coq.
This species ( Fig. •±1) was first reported as a May-beetle parasite
in 1897 by D. W. Coq uillett under the name Eutrixa masuria Walk.
( 13). The flies issued March 12, 16, and 23, 1895, from a P. arcuata
adult obtained at Washington, D. C. It is almo st as wide-spread as
Cryptonieigenia theutis, the published records giving its distribution as
Ontario, Canada; New Hampshire, New York, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, and 1Visconsin. Our records show it to occur also in Mississippi, Missouri, and South Caro lina.
Although the species occurs more commonly in the Northern States, it
seems to be less typically northern than C. theutis.
We have reared the spec ies from fifteen species of Phyllophaga,
namely, P. an.xia (=dubia), drakii (-grandis),
fervida (=arcuata),
fraterna, fusca, futilis ( =gibbosa), hirticula, ilicis, implicita, profunda

FIG.

40. Tip of abdomen
(a) of
Eiitrixoides
jonessi Walt.,
and
(b) of Eutrixa
exile Cog.

rngosa, tristis, vehcrnens, vilif rans, and new spec ies b,* and from beetles
representing 200 records and collected in twenty-four localities as follow s: Strathroy and Wilton Grove, Ontario, Canada (beetles collected
by H. G. Crawford); Starkvi lle, Miss. (G. F. Arnold); Mt . Grove, Mo.
(M. P . Somes); East Greenbush, N. Y. (E. P. Felt); Winfield Junction,
L. I., N. Y. (Jay Sedgwick); Wakeman, 0. (W. B. Hall); Charlottesville, Va. (W. J. Phi llip s and I-I. Fox); Richmond, Va. (T. S. Herbert);
Sharps and Tappahannock, Va . (H. Fox); and from Akron, Lafayette,
Orleans, Princeton, and Vincennes, Ind. ; Adrian, Battle Creek, East
Leroy, Farmington , Imlay City, and Port Huron, Mich.; Swanton, Ohio;
and Plattevi lle and Trout Lake, vVis. ( members of the Lafayette
Station staff).
In addit ion , Mr. Phi lip Luginbill, of the Bureau
of Entomology, reared it in 1913 from an adult P. tristis taken
• An undescrib

e cl species

in author's

collection.
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at Columbia , S. C., and Mr. Rees Phi lpott reared two of the flies
May 3, 1915, from a single Phyllophaga beetle found two days before in
the soil at Delaware, Ohio.
\f\ ! e have not st udi ed all the details of the general habits and life
history of this species, but as far as known they agree with those of
C. theutis , the fly being nocturnal and laying its eggs on the beetles while
they are feeding or resting on tree foliage at night . Some of the, flies
issue the same season they parasitize the beetle, that is during July, about
one month after puparia are observed, but this is probably due to the
conclition s referred to in the discussion of C. theutis, and in a natural

FIG. 41.

Ei.trixa

exile

Coq.,

m a le.

environment the life cycle is probably normally one year. In cages the
flies begin to appear soon after they have been removed from the compost heap where they are kept during the winter months, but under
normal out-of-door conditions emergence is coincident with the appearance of May-beetles or a little lat er, their first appearance usually being
a few days or a week after that of C. theut is. Our records show that
the male and female beetles are about equally attacked and that from
one to eight larvae develop in a single ho st, the avera.ge for 183 examples.
being two to a beetle.
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E. exi le may be distinguished in th~ larval and pupal stages from
other parasites of May-beetles by the characteristic posterior spiracles ,
illu strated in Figure 42

.,
••
('J.

b
Fie.

42.

Eutrixa

has

issued;

exile Coq., puparium
from which adu lt
a, posterior
sp ir ac l es, much en l arged;
position or posterior

b, ana l end, s ho,vin g posterior
spirac l es .

BTOMYTA LACrINOSTERNAE
Towns.
Bio111':,
ia lachn ostcrnae was first reared by the writer 111 1905 from
an adult Phyllophaga crenulata taken at Urbana , Ill., and was reco1·cled
by Dr. S. A. Forbes (26) as a spec ies of Viviana. This was later descr ibed by Mr. C. H. T. Townsend as a new species under the name
V. lachnosternae (75). The beet le referred to above was obtained July
15, laid three eggs after being placed in a flower-pot cage, and died
about July 29, the fly (Fig. 43) issui ng August 5, after the beet le had
been pinned. vVe have also reared it from beetles collected in Mississippi, South Carolina. and Vi1·ginia, and it is appa rently typically a member of the southern fauna.
In our rearing experiments we have bred this parasite from 89
beetle s repre senting nine spec ies of Phyllophaga, namely, P. calceata,
ephilda ( =burmeis teri), f orbesi, forsteri (=nova),
lu ctuosa, prununc1t!i11a, querrns, ·uehe111e11s,and new species b. The beetles from
which they were reared were collected at Agricultural College, Miss.
(collected by stud ent s through the courtesy of Professor R. \ V. Harned).
Greenwood, Miss. (co llect ed by J. 1\1.·Langston); Gulfport, M iss . (C.
C. Greer) ; Columbia, S. C. ( Philip Luginbill) ; and Cha rlott esv ille and
Tappahannock, Va. (H. Fox). It diffe rs from the two preceding in
that not more than one maggot normally develops in a single beetle .
only one case having been observed in which as many as two flies came
from the same ho st, and according to all our records the adults invari .ably issue within 43 days of the time when they were collected and
caged. \Ve have not studied the spec ies under conditions occurring
in the Southern States, it s normal habitat , but the evidence at hand
1
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indicate s a second seasona l .generation, and this is possible since adu lt
Phy llophaga of one species or another are active in the Southern States
from the latter part ~f March until the midd le of A ugust.
T h e species may prove to be an apprec iable aid in the contr ol of
Phy llophaga in the Southern States.

F1G. 4 3.

SAHCOPHAGIDS,

B-iomyici

lcichnost erna e Towns .. mal e .

INCLUDIKG

DOUBTFUL

RECOHDS

Several sarcophagids have been recorded in literat ur e as parasit ic
on Phyllophaga adu lts, and we have occasionally reared them-and
once an anthomyiid- in cages conta inin g May-beet les. but in most cases
it was plainly evident that the flies had hatched from maggots which fed
only on the dead beetles. In all cases where these flies have been rea red
at the Lafayette Laboratory, the cages were covered with wire-screen,
permitting larvae or eggs to be thrust into the cage through the meshes.
Furthermore, all such rearing records were from cages containing large
numb ers of beetles confined for parasites, and the dead beetle s and
ab undant excrement were no doubt attractive to th e scavenger flies.
It might be noted that the sarcop hagid larvae inv ariab ly left the dead
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beetles to pupate, which is never the case ,vith the beetle parasiles already
treated . Of the eight sarcophagids briefly treated in this connection
only the first four (S. prohibita S. tuberosa , var. sarracenioides, S. cimbicis, and S. new species) aff probably true parasites of May-beetles.
Like other sa rcopha.gids they are active during the daytime, and each
of Lhe four w1s reared from a diurnal ::\lay-beetl e.
SARCOPlIAGA
PROIIIBlTAAld.
\Ve have only one rearing record of thi s specie s. ln a lot of PhJllophaga lanceolata received at Lafayette , Ind. , July ..Jc,1916, from J . . W.
l1cColloch and W . P. Hayes, and collected at :Manhattan, Kan., three
<lays previou s, one male and one fema le beetle were dead July 6, each
containing a dipterous larv a. One fly issued July 25, 1916, but was
destroyed in the mail before being determined.
The other fly issued
June 5, 1917, and was determined by Dr. Aldrich as his prohibita. From
the facts that both beetle and fly are diurnal, that the beetles were alive
when received at Lafayette, and that prohibita is not known to occur
in Indiana but is more or less common in Kansas, it seems reasonably
certain that this fly is a parasite of Phy llophaga.
SARCOPIIAGATUBER0SAPand., var. SARRACENIOIDES
Ald.
\Ve have never observed this species, but Dr. J. M. A ldri ch (2)
record s it on the authorit y of Mr. E. G. Kelly as having been reared
from ad ult Phy llophaga. Mr. E. L. Barrett, of the U. S. Entomological
Laboratory at Wellington, Kan. , obtained a number of this species July
13, 1916, from a screen-covered cage containing adult Phyllopluiga
lanceolata collected June 9, 1916. The cage had been sifted July 10, at
w liich time the puparia of this fly were found in the dirt. It is probable
that thi s sarcophagid is a true para site of the diurnal lan ceolata, but it is
evident from our present knowledge of the Sarcop hagidae that it is
possible for the . flies to deposit their larvae through the wire screen, and
this is especia lly likely when the cages contain large numbers of beetles,
many of which die on the surface, the dead bodies together with the
abundant excreta being attractive to female sarcop hagids . This fly has
been recorded as parasitic on severa l insects and has also been reared
from human excrement, dead fish, etc. Its range is from Virginia to
Washington and British Columbia on the we st, and south to Texas and
Arizona.
SARCOPHAGACIMBrcrs Towns.
This species was obtained from a screen cage containing Phyllophaga lanceolata by Mr. E. L. Barrett at \Vellington, Kan., and was
reared along with S. tuberosa var. sarracenioides, notes for which have
just been given und er that species heading. Iu is probably a true parasite
of this diurnal May-beetle, but further exact experiments will be n ecessary to prove this beyond doubt. The spec ies was origina lly reared from
the willow sawfly ( Cimbex aniericana), and no further records of its
parasitic habit s have been published to my knowledge, although it ap-
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pears to be a rather common species with a range almost as extensive as
that of sarracenioides.
· SARCOPHAGA,
n. sp. ( Aldrich det.)
May 6, 1918, we received two pinned male Phyllophaga farcta from
F. B. Paddock, which bore the label "Lometa, Texas, April 30, 1918".
On receipt the abdomen of one beetle was found loose in the box, together with two sarcophagid larvae, one of which was immature and
did not issue, the other issuing as an adult fly May 20. It was determined by Dr . Aldrich as a new species belonging, according to genital
characters, to the group known to be parasites.
SARCOPI
-IAGAIIELICIS Town s.
S. helicis has been repeatedly reared from larvae and puparia from
cages containing numbers of May-beetles caged for parasites , and the
dying beetles were no doubt responsible for the attra ctio n of he!icis
adults and their subsequent oviposition in the cage through the wire
screen. Repeated unsuccessful attempts have been made to induce the
flies to infest live beetles, and it might be mentioned in thi s connection
that Mr. A. F. Satterthwait conducted at Lafayette, Ind., a number of
experiments to ascertain whether the flies of this species would infest
live army-worms ( Cirphis imip11ncta), all the se experiments re sulting
negatively.
In J 893 Mr. C. H. T. Townsend (74) liste d this species among a
lot reared from Phyllophaga by Dr . Forbes, but there is no evidence
that they were reared from live beetles. Dr. J. M. Aldrich (2) also
re cord s it as having been reared from Phyllopha.ga adults at Washington. D. C., in 1893, but he questioned this record and considered it as
prob ably a scave nger. The writer believes there is no basis for regarding
S. lielicis as a parasite of Phyllophaga, but there is sufficient evidence
to prove its sea venger habit s.
SARCOPIIAGA
UTJLIS Ald.
We have reared S. utilis from a dead Pelidnota punctata adult , from
loose puparia in the soil of Phyllophaga cag-es. and in one instanc e from
a larva found in the body of a dead female P. implicita. The beetle s
in the cage in the last-me ntioned case were collected at Lafayette, Ind.,
Jun e 21, J915, and the cleacl implicita beetle containing the nearly fullgrown lar va of S. utilis was found July 2. The larva left the beetle
and pupated in the soil seve ral clays after, and the adult fly issued August
12. We have also reared it from dead C otinus nitida adults, in which
case it was almost certainly a scave nger, and Mr. W. R. \iValton reared
it from a dead Geotrupes splendidus (2).
The possibility of this species being parasitic on Phyllophaga 1s
very much to be doubted in the face of the evidence at hand.
SARCOPHAGA
FALCULATAPanel.
Thi s fly was obtained by E. G. Kelly and J. S. Wade from a cage
containing May-beetles collected at Charleston. Mo., by Vernon King,
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but there is no evidence that they were reared from live beetles, and it
is hardly possible that they were. This species has been reared, according to Aldrich (2), from decaying meat.
FANNJA CANICULARIS Linn.
This interesting little fly, frequently found in houses and therefore
termed the littl e house-fly, was reared from a female Phyllophaga
vehemens obtained by J. M. Langston at Greenwood, Miss. The live
beetles were collected Apri l 2-:1:,1915, and received at the Lafayette
Laboratory Apr il 28. The cage was examined May 4, at which time the
dead beetles were discarded, and when again examined, May 28, one
beetle was found to conta in a dipterous puparium, the ad ult fly, determined by Dr. A ldri ch as F. canirnlaris, issuing July 20 of the same
year. This species is only known to breed in decaying vegetab le matter,
dead insects, or animal exc reta, and there is reasonable doubt as to
whether it is sometimes a true parasite, or purely a scavenger as we have
assumed.
SPIDERS

AS ],: NE MIES

OF

:iYIA
Y- BEETLES

Alt hough not generally active enemies, severa l species of spiders
have been seen attacking live May-beet les at night. Most frequently
the grubs are caught in the webs and are there taken by the spider, but
the w1-iter has seen one case of a truly predaceous attack. While collecting beetles from tre es at Lafayette, Ind., May 20, 1912, an adu lt
Ph ·yllophaga implicita was seen to alight on a peach tree about dusk
( 7 :-:l5 p. m .), and severa l minutes later, after it had begun to feed, it
was seized by a sp ider , determined by Dr. Nathan Bank s as Lycosa
!tel!uo Wakeman.
A nother spider , Xysticus gulosus Keys (Banks <let.), with a captured P. futilis, was taken at Lafayette, Ind., :\Jay 12, 1915. by 1 lr.
.-\.. F. Sattert hwait , of the Bureau of Entomo logy.
At Princeton, Ind., June 29, 1916, while collecting May-beetles
f ram trees, a number of spiders, all of the same species and determined
by Na than Banks as Plectana stellata Hentz (Pl. XI, Fig. 46, 47), were
obse r ved attacking May-beetles (P. i111plicita) vvhich had been caught
in the webs, and the same spider was seen attacking May-beetles in a
similar manner at Lafayette, Ind. Mr. G. G. Ains lie found an adult of
P. fusca in the web of this spider at Knoxville, Tenn., and the writer
saw an adult P. congrua attacked and killed by the same species at New
Or lean s, La.

Diseases of the larva
A NEMATODE DISEASE
A new white-grub disea se, caused by nematodes, appeared in beneficial abundance in th e vicinity of Lancaster, \i\Tis ., during the late
summer and fall of 191 5, but although many other localities where grubs
were abundant were visited and a special search was made, the new
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disea se was not found elsewhere. August 19, 1915, the writer was informed by Mr. Frank S. Turner, a farmer livin g a mile east of L ,mcaster,
that the grubs seemed to be dying in one of his field s where they had
de stroye d most of the corn that summer. An examination showed
that a third or more of them "· ere dead and yellow or clecayecl, and by
October 5 at least 90 per cent . of the grubs had died. The dis ease was
a lso prevalent in neighboring fields to a distance of three-fourths of a
mile to a mile. With one exception, eve ry field in which the dying grubs
were found had been in timothy the year before, that is, the year the
beetle s were abu ndant , but whether this had any significance other than
that such land is usually the worst infe ste d with grubs, can not be told
at this time. The one exception "·as a corn field which was in oats the
previou s year and adjoined a field which contained diseased grubs.
According to Mr. Turner's observations the disease made its appearance
in a very wet spe ll about the first of July, and five or six weeks later,
when the writer visited th e field , a third of the grubs had been killed.
Towards the encl of August and following a period of wet weather
newl y affected grubs again became numerou s, but shortly after this a
dr y spell seeme d to retard the spread of the disease.
From these
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observations it seems likely that moi st ure plays an important role in the
occurrence, abundance, and spread of this nematode infestation.
Affected grubs were usually within six inche s of the surface. They have
a characteristic appearance ( Pl. XII, Fig. 49), recently killed grubs
being of a peculiar lemon-yellow color and the body fluids ye llowish
g reen. A few day s or a week later they begin to take on a brownish
color, due apparently to decay, and severa l weeks after the death of the
grub decay and disintegration is complete. The bodies of the dead
grubs are filled with thousands of sma ll nematodes, and frequently, with
the aid of a magnifier, the active parasites are plainly visible through
the skin of the host. The appearance of the nematode as it occurs in
the grub , is show n in Figure 44. Individuals which appeared mature
measured 2.17 mm., the sma ller ones measuring .39 to 1.00 mm., and the
average being approximately .80 mm.
Grub s were sent to Dr. N. A. Cobb, who found two species present,
one being Diplogaster aerivora Cobb, and the other immature Cepha lobus ( ?) sp ., the primary affection being considered by Dr. Cobb as clue
to the Diplogaster, althou gh this point was not positively determined.
An acr:ount of the life history and habits of D. aerivora has been pub-
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lished by J. H. tierri ll and A. L. Ford (51), who found it attacking
Leucotermes lucifugus and gras shopper s' eggs in Kansas.
The nematodes we re found paras itic 111 the head s, and in no case were they found
in the abdomen of L. lucifugus, although after the death of the ho st
they might feed within or on any part of the body.

A

PROTOZOAN

DI SEASE

While investigating reported white-grub injury on the farm of
Robert Eva ns, seve n miles northwest of Hoopeston, Ill., September 25,
1912, Mr. W. P. F lint and the writer observed live and dead grubs
lying on the surface, and upon close examination also found sick ly or
dead .grub s just below the surface, their presence being indi cated by a
slight cracking of the surface crust (16). Specimens were sent to Dr.
R. D. Glasgow, who was at that time employed by Dr. S. A. Forbes to
investigate white-grub disease s, and he pronounced the affection due
to a protozoan parasite. The field containing the diseased grubs was a
n0-a cre corn field, 15 acres of which had been ruined by grubs of the
1911 brood of May-beet les. The soi l in the field was a rich black loam
and the field had been in oat s the preceding year. A month later
(October 29) the field was again visited and dead grubs were found quit e
abundant in the soil in the wor t-infested parts of the field. Most of
those on the surface were dry and rea dily blown about by the wind.
Many other disea sed grubs, and some dead, were found in the soi l at a
depth of Ysto 1¾ inches , their presence usually indicated by the cracking of the soil, as noted above. Grubs which were apparently free from
the disease occurred 1 to 1¾ feet below the surface. and although it
wa s impossible to make an exact estimate it wa s evident that more than
50 per cent . of the grub population had been destroyed by the disease .
It is interesting to note that although skunk s had been active in sea rching for the grubs in thi s field, they had apparent ly not eaten any of th e
di sease d grubs. neither tho se lying on the ground nor tho se just beneath
the surface. The following seaso n (September 30, 1913) the writer
agai n vi sited the field and followed the plow in the infe sted area for a
di stanc e of 3G0 rods, but only 7 adu lt beetl es and 11 grubs were found.
and most of th ese were along the edge of the infe sted area where the
di sease was least preva lent in ] 912. Patches in the field were dug to
a depth of 1¾ and 2 feet with similar result s. The evidenc e showed
rather plainly that th e disease had destroy ed mo st of the grubs.
A second outbreak of thi s protozo an disease was found October
6, 1915, on the farm of Ur. Ira E. Bryan, one mile north of Belvidere,
Ill. Dead and sickly grubs were on and ju st ben eath th e surface as in
th e case at Hoopeston, above mentioned, an d l\fr. Bryan had noticed
disease d grubs severa l weeks befor e our visit. A n approximate estimate
showed that at least 50, or poss ibly 75, per cent. of the grubs in this field
were affected. It had been in sod the previous year and the grubs
wer e from the 1914 brood of beetle s. Neighboring fields he av ily infe sted
with grubs showed the same disease to be prevalent.
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These are the only localities where the disease has been found, and
in both cases it ha s proved a very effective check. Our facilities have
not provided for a st ud y of Protozoa, and nothing is known of the
propagation of this species, either artificially or under natural conditions.
whether jt is a direct or indirect parasite, or whether it can be utilized
artificially for the control of white-grubs.
The affected grubs are characterized by their habit of coming to the
surface of the ground. or near to it, and at a season when. according to
our observations, the natural migration would be downward, but they
present no unu sua l appearance except that they look sickly and emaciated
and gradually dry up-as one might expect any g rub to do if exposed to
the sun and wind on the surface of the gro und where it could not re-ent er.
( Pl. XII, Fig. 48.)
BACTERIAL

DISEASES

To our knowledge. but one bacterial disease affecting white-grubs
ha s been recorded as occurring in this country , although ab least two are
known to attack related species in Europe. Our Arne rita n disease, due
to Micrococcus 11igrofaciens Northrup, has been stud ied and described
by Miss Zae Northrup (52). She concludes that the organism causing
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the disea se is present in soils in widely separated localit ies. in the United
States and probably through most of the states . The diseased grubs
are characterized by a blackening of the affected parts (Fig. 45), and an
excessive wetne ss of the soil favors the progress of the disease. It ha s
been encountered whereYer ,,·e have collected grubs. and :\Iiss Northrup is
undoubtedly right in concluding that it is generally distributed throughout the United States. According to our observations, grubs become
infect ed only through wounds, and the infection is usuall y limited unless
certain favorable conditions are pre sent. Grubs are, in fact, often reared
to maturity which have shO\rn the in fection in one or.more of their legs.
\\ ' e can on ly conclude from this and other observations, togeth er "·ith

our knowledge of th e constant occurrence of the 1Iicrococcus in soils
eve rywhe re , that it is of minor importance in the cont rol of Phyllophaga,
except possibly und er except ionab ly favorable cond ition s, a nd that it
c::in not be u sed fo r this purpose artificia lly. This disea,:e has been
studied in Po rt o Rico by l\Ir. R. H. Van Zwa luw enburg, and hi s conclusions ( 79), which agree with our own, are as fo llows: "The orga nism
is present in our soils but its efficiency can not be increased by any practical means, for infection takes p lace u sually only through a bruise or
cut in the integument of the larva."
FUNGOUS

DISEASES

Of the severa l species of fungus parasites of white-grubs, the socalled gree n muscardine fungus ( M ctarrhi:::iwn anisopliac Me tsch . and
its variety anicrica1rn Pet tit )* is the commone st and most wide-spread
(P l. XIII, Fig. 51-37) . M . anisopl-iae was discovered by Me tschnikoff,
in 1878, attack ing lar vae of Anisoplia austriaca, a white g rub of considerab le importance in E urope. It has since been frequently referred
t o in literature and is now known to attack nearly all forms of in sect
li fe, being apparently cosmopo litan in it s distribution.
The first indication of th e di sease is a rigidit y of the body, and this is followed shortly
by the appearance of whit e rnycelial threads, first at th e joint s, and later
compl ete ly covering the body with a whit e velvety coat. Within a clay
or two the character istic green spores develop-dark
in the case of
a,i"isopliac and light g reen in the var iety america 11a . This fungus has
p robab ly never been art ificia lly emp loyed with effect ive results on whitegrub s although it has recen tly prove n somewhat effective in Trinidad
( 6-b, 76) in th e control of the sugar-ca ne froghopper ( Tomaspis varia
Fabr.).
In 1913 th e writer app lied this fungus in severa l fields bad ly
in fested with whit e-g rub s in Wisconsin and Indiana, using corn-m ea l
cu ltur es, some of which were grown at the Lafayette Statio n, but most
of them furnished by Dr. S. A . Forbes . No results whatever were
obtained in any case, although th e gru bs we re abundant and the weather
conditions were favorable to fun gus growth.
The green mu sca rcline
ha s also been u sed for the control of whit e-grubs in Porto Rico, and the
result obtained there. which agree with our ow n, may be summari zed
from the report of the pathologist, Jo hn A. Stevenson (68). "At the
south coast labo ratory at Ense nada the fungus is present to such a n
extent as to serio usly interfer e at times wi th the progr ess of studi es on
th e Iife hi sto ry of th e various beet les att ack ing cane. On th e other hand
no such succ ess has attendee\ the field trials which hav e been conducted
in th e nei.ghborhood of Yauca. * * * T he fact that it [the green rnusca rdin e fungus] does ex ist here and has not become epid emic would
seem to militat e aga inst th e success of pre ent expe rim ent s, especia lly
in the light of re sult s obt ained to date." While folJowing the plow we
have found isolat ed cases of Metarrhizium inf ect ion in grubs of the
• Var iations
i n co l or and s iz e of spores are thought
to depe nd upon the host
or the media,
not b e ing· of
indications
of diffe1 ent physiological
races.

by John
, ·a rietal
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genus P hylloph aga in va rious parts of vVisconsin, Illinoi s, Indi ana, and
Michigan, but hav e found it nowhere common . Sca raba eid grubs, a nd
more especially grubs of th e genus Lig yru s, are quite susceptible to this
fungus in our . breeding cages, and ind eed it has occa sionally int erfered
with our lif e-hi stor y studi es, but th e unu sually favorable conditions in
the cages can not be duplicated in the field, and, judging from ou r
expe ri ence, the gree n mu scardin e ca n not be emp loyed artificially as a
means of contro lling white-grubs -in th e northern half of the United
States.
The white mu scard ine, Isaria densa Link ( Botrytis tene lla), has
been expe rim ent ed with against the white-grubs in E urop e, and a few
investigators have claimed succes s, but th e opinions of European investiga tors are conflict ing on the subj ect and the act ual va lue of its artificial
u se as a meas ur e aga inst white-grubs is yet to be demonstrated.
On
th e other hand th ere is littl e doubt th at its wide-spread natu ra l occurrence among g ru bs in the field would proYe an effective check upon
their injuri es, as is clea rly indicat ed by th e following record. In December, 1911, Mr. W. P . Flint, of the office of the State En tomologi st of
Illin ois, found Phy llophaga grubs killed by I. densa very com mon , and
in some places ab undant, on the surfa ce of the soil in many parts of
so uth ern Illin ois, includin g the counti es of Randolph , Marion, Ja ckson,
Perry, Bond , Madison. and Fayette. The grub s collecte d by M r. Flint
and kindly sent to us by Dr. S. A. Fo rb es, were thoroughly mummifi ed,
as show n in th e acco mpanying photograph (P l. XIV, Fig. 59). The
fields where these diseased grub s we re found were in corn, wh eat, oats,
an d cow-peas. A lth ough most of th e sick grubs came to the sur face
of the ground before dying, it was noticed by Mr. Flint th at th e birds
appa rent ly did not pick th em up.
A fungus simil a r to J. de11sa (I sar ia farinosa Di cks; P l. XIII, Fig.
50) has likew ise been tri ed by European inv estigator s with much the
same results as tho se reporte d for I. densa. I . fa rinosa is suppo sed to
be th e "I sa ria stag e" of a spec ies of Cordy ceps, possibly C. militaris
Linn.
Pett it (56) also records Cordyceps melolo11thae ? (T u!.) Sacc., and
I saria ve:rnns Pettit as att acking P hyllophaga g rub s.
'Th e peculiar and characteristic Cordycep s growths on white-grubs
have been occas ionall y mentioned in liter at ure and most of th em ref err ed
to th e species C. melolonthae, C. militaris, and C. ravenehi. The first
refe renc e to Cordyc ep s on grub s in thi s country seems to have been
made by Jacob Cist in 1824 ( 12). In our studie s we ha ve obtained but
one tru e Co rdycep s attacking Phy llophaga grubs, and thi s specimen,
found in th e forest tract at Trout Lake , Vi las Co., Wi s., has been kindly
id entified for us by Dr. E. B. Mains as probably C. raveneli-i Berk. an'd
Curt., but it could not be determined with certainty without the fertile
tip, which was broken off.
\Ve hav e also obtain ed from Mr. D. E.
Wa lker, through the kindne ss of Mr . Harry F. Die"tz, grubs attacked by
Cordyceps herculea (Schw.) Sacc. (=inelo!onthae)
(Mains det.) . Th ese
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di sea sed grubs, which are undoubt edly X 'yloryctes satyrus, were collected
in a forest area at Littl e York, Ind ., Ju ly 2, 1915.
The I sa ria fungi are in most cases suppo sed to be one stage of th e
Cordyceps fungi, but our knowl edge of the subj ect is meager and views
are conflicting.
Our own studi es with I saria farinosa and I. densa indi cate rather
conclusively their ineffectiven ess against the white-grub in the field under
norm al condition s. Indeed th ey are even less prolific and viru lent than
is th e green mu sca rdin e fungu s, and the condition s found nece ssa ry
for their active growth are seldom if eve r duplicated in cultivated fields,
th e perfect Cordyc eps stage havin g been found by us only in forests or
partly cut-o ve r forest-land where the proper moisture and light condi tions are to be found.
PIT CHER-PLANTS

AND PHYLLOPHAGA

A lth ough probably of littl e economic importance, mention may be
mad e of an interesting observation made in south weste rn Georg ia in a
swa mp near Coolidg e by Dr. W. Dwig ht Pierce ( 57) on the insectca tchin g habit s of pit ch er-plant s. In practica lly eve ry pitcher of Sarracenia catesbaei E ll., .a common species in southw este rn Georgia,
Phyllophaga remains were found.

Miscellaneous predaceous enemies
BIRD S

Birds are among the most efficient, if not th e mo st active, nat ural
agencies in the control of white -grub s throughout the Un ited States,
more espec ially in the newer region s where they are st ill to be found in
large numb ers. Of th e 52 differ ent kinds of birds presen tly to be mentioned as benefiting th e far mer by destroy ing May-bee tles and their
progeny, probably the crow ( C on•us brachyrhynchos)
and the crow
blackbird ( Quiscalus quiscula) are the most> valuab le. They are the
constant companion s of the plowman and diligently pick up th e grubs
and beetles as they are expose d. According to the records of th e Biologica l Sur vey ( 4) both May-beetl es and grub s ha ve been found in th e
stom ac hs of crows every month of the yea r except January . A n instance
of the capac ity of blackbirds for grubs was given the 'writer by Mr.
Henry Hol zinger, of Lancaster , \i\fis. Whi le a t imothy sod was being
plowed in 1912 a single black bird was seen by him to eat as many grubs
as pos sible and then, with its mouth full of them, to fly away. By ac tual
count th is bird de stroyed twenty grub s in from one to two minute s.
This habit of the blackbir d of eating a large quantity of grubs and ti en
flying away with the bill full, is a common one acco rding to our ob serva ti ons.
In addition to the . crow a nd the crow blackbird the Bureau of
Biologi cal Survey · ha s listed th e following bird s as feeding on Maybeetle s or wh ite-g rub s. They are here gi\'en in the order of their prob able
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value as enemies of Phyllophaga:
robin (Planesticus migratorius),*
Franklin's gull (Larus franlzlini)*, red-winged blackbird (Agelaius
phoeniceus) *, killdeer ( Oxyechus vociferus) *, horned lark ( Otocoris
alpestris)*, ruffed grouse (Bonosa mnbell11s)*, upland plover (Bartramia longi cauda)*, meadow-lark (Sturnella ma gna* and probably S.
neglecta), brown thrasher
( Toxostoma
rufum),
phoebe (Sayornis
phoebe), cuckoo (Coccyzus erythrophthalmus), sc reech owl (Otusasio),
barred owl (Strix varia)*, great horn ed owl (Bubo virginianus), Eastern bluebird ( Sialia sialis), house wren ( Troglodytes aedon) *, prairie
chicken ( Tympamtchus ameri canus), quail, or bob-white ( C olinus virginianus), sparrow hawk (Falco sparveri11s)*, broad-winged
hawk
( Buteo platypt erus ) *, red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatu s) , red-tailed
hawk ( B ute o borealis), scissor-tailed fly-catcher ( Muscivora f orficata),
crested flycatcher ( M yiarchus crinitus), and the English sparrow
(Pas ser do111
esticus)*.
( 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 21, 35, 41, 42, 50, 61,
66.)
Mr. Norman Criddle (14) mention s the robin , flicker, grackle or
crow blackbird, cowbird, and gull as enemies of grubs, but th e crow is
sa id to rank highest according to observations made in Manitoba , Canada. The cowbird (M olothrus ater), although having a bad reput ati on,
is said to be an excellent destroyer of white-grub s, usually eating the
smaller ones, but when these are not available killing the larger ones by
biting their heads and eating only parts of the grubs. Mr. A. C. Burrill
mentions (11) the herring gull (Larus argentatus) as feeding on Maybeetles, but its actual usefulne ss in this connection is not known.
The European starling ( Sturn us vi tlgaris), which was introduced
into this country within comparatively recent years, was reported to us
in 1915 as an active destroyer of Cyclocephala grubs occurring in lawns
at Staten I sland , N. Y., and according to Mr. E. H. Forbush (27) it
likewise feeds on May-beetles and white -g rubs . Whether it s appearance
in thi s country will eventually prove a menace to fruit crops or to the
mor e beneficial native birds, can not as yet be foreseen.
In his study of the food habits of the English sparrow (Passer
domesticus), Dr. C. V. Riley (61) found that 7 out of 92 stomachs
examined contained grubs or May-beetle s, while 40 contained the remains
of either Tiphia or Myzine sex-cincta (=Elis 5-cincta), both of which
· are now known to be very important white-grub parasites . This particular study certainly shows this sparrow as noxious in its relation to the
white-grub , but it has been seen to follow the plow more or les s and to
de sfroy grubs. At Elk Point, S. Dak ., Mr. C. N. Ainslie, of the Bur eau
of Entomology, saw both English and field sparrows feeding on grubs
exposed by a corn lister. At Lanca ster, Wi s., an observing farmer, Mr.
Holzinger, told us of the ine stimable value of birds in destroying grubs,
mentioning especially the blackbirds and English sp::irrows.
When
plowing a sod field in 1912 he saw a sparrow following the plow. It
pecked at five grub s without eating one and then ate the sixth, and upon
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examination it was found that it had killed the first five, the head having
been completely pulled off in one case. While following a plow .in a
badly infe sted field May 11, 1916, at Rockton, Ill., the writer saw many
grubs with cru shed head s, and three or four sparrows were noticed to be
actively engaged pecking at the grubs as soon as they were turned out
by the plow, seldom eating one but seemi ng to delight in pecking into
their head s. At Lafayette, Ind., May 14, 1891, Prof. F. M. Web ste r
saw an English sparrow feeding on P hyllophaga beetles which had
fallen to the ground beneath an electric light the night before, and this
observation has been made by others also.
A gull, supposed ly Franklin 's gull (Larus franklini), has been reported from various places in Nebraska, Iowa, and South Dakota as
very fond of grubs. Mr. C. N. Ainslie saw flocks of gulls following
the plow in infe sted fields at Elk Point, S. Dak., in May, 1913. They
appeared to feed exclusively when on the wing, swooping close to the
ground and capturing the grub without alighting. In 1912 white-grubs
were very destructive near Tabor, S. Dak., and the owner of a badly
infested farm told the writer of the great value of the gull s and blackbirds in destroyi ng the grubs behind a plow or culti vator. His observation s on the habit s of the gulls agreed with those of l\ilr. Ainslie, and
the blackbird s in flying to the furrows and back to a near-by grove
formed a black unbroken ellipse.
In a letter to the Bureau of Entomo logy dated June 18, 1910, Mr.
C. H. Loomis, of Platteville. Wis .. refer s to pigeons, as well as to crows
and blackbirds, as actively feeding on grubs turned up by the plow.
Other birds which have been reported to feed on white-grubs or
May-beetles are the red-bellied woodpecker (Ce11turus carolinus) and
the red-headed woodpecker ( M elanC'rpes erythrocephalus),
according
to the observations of Townend Glover (32); the blue jay (Cyanocitta
cristata), "gold~n woodpecker" (Colaptes auratus?), accord'ing to Hargitt (38); chuck-will s widow (A11tros.tom11s carolinensis), according to
Dr. C. V. Riley (62); the catbird (Du111ate!la carolinensis), wood thrush
( Hylocichla mustelina),
and hermit thru sh ( H. gutta ta), according to
Dr. S. A. Forbes (23, 25) ; and seve ral grackles ( Quiscalus nwcro11rus ,
Q. quiscula aeneus, Q. quiscula aglaeus, Q. major, the common ani (Crotopha ga ani) ,and the grooved-bill ani ( C Slflcirostris). the laugh ing gull
(Larus atricilla,) the Virginia rail (Rallus virginia1111s.) meadow-lark ·
(Sturnella magna argutula), sora (Por:::a11acarolina), and the rice bird
(Dolichony:i: o,:yzivorus). according to observations made in Louisiana
by Prof. G. E. Beyer (77). Crvtophaga ani and Holoquiscalns brachypter11s) feed on white-grubs in Porto Rico. according to Van Dine (7.).
While many of the above-mentioned bird s are active grub -destroyers
in the field, probably no one of them compares with the robin in its
abi lity to detect and unearth grnbs in law ns. a fact which makes them
doubly valuable since grubs are much more difficult to control in grass
lands than in cultivated fields. Evidently robins detect the grub by th eir
keen sense of hea ring, and having once ascertained its location they
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vigorously dig into the sod until it is unearthed.
Mr. E. H. Forbush
(28) reported an unusual abundance of white-grubs in a cranberry bog
at ·wareham, Mass .. nearly every plant being killed; but the following
season robins appeared in large numbers, and by digging into the soil
and pulling out the grubs they practically cleared the field of the pests.
The crow is often similarly active in destroying white-grubs in sod land,
especially when they are abundant.
In 1912 the writer saw a badly
infested pasture at Galena, Ill., in which the sod had been literally overturned by the crows in their search for grubs.
WILD

MAMMALS

AND AMPHIBIANS

Of the mammal s known to destroy white -grubs and the parent
May-beetles the common skunk (Mephitis, rriepltitis-Pl. XV, Fig. 60)
is undoubtedly the most important, and it has been repeatedly mentioned,
since the ear ly records by Harris, as a . very efficient destroyer of whitegrubs. In speaking of the remarkable capacity and fondness of skunks
for grubs Dr. Lintner remarks ( 45) : "I have often watched them, and,
incredible as it may seem, I could not say that they ate less than half a
bushel daily." Mr. D. E. Lantz, in his discussion ( 44) of the "Economic
Va lue of North Amer ican Skunks", speaks of the common skunk (Mephitis 111cphitis). the white-backed skunk ( Conepatus sp.), and the little
spotted skunk ( S pilogale interrupta) as very important destroye rs of
wfiite-grubs and May-beet les, basing his conclusions on extensive field
observations as well as on studies of stomach contents: and other
worker s of the U. S. Biological Survey (21) write similarly.· Mr. Frank
C. Pellett ( 5-f) concludes from five years' observation of th is mam mal
in the field and in confinement that it is a valuable friend in de st roying
insect and rodent pests, and that "the poultry-killing habit is accidental
and unu sual and confined to a small percentag e of the individuals".
Because of its nocturnal habits . the skunk is seldom seen at work, but
l\lr. Norman Criddle (14) tells of watching a skunk catching Maybeetles at night, and later in the seaso n, after the beetles had disappeared,
of observing the activities of skunk s in search of grubs. In an 8-acre
field inf ested with white-grubs, near Aweme, Manitoba, the work of two
or more skunks was quite apparent, and he estimated that they had destroye d 116,160 grubs in thi s one field.
In connection with our own stud ies we ha,·e frequently observed
the work of the skunk. In 1912 Mr. Henry Geske, of McGregor, Iowa,
told us of observing an old skunk roll up grub-infested sod, thus exposing the grubs, which she and her young ate eagerly.
1ore often the
an imal detects the presence of a g rub by a keen sense of smell and
secures it by digging a small hole at the spot where she knows it to be.
The writer was called to Lagro. Ind., November 3, 191 l, to investigate
a reported white-grub injury to fall wheat. A week previous the grubs
were common near the wheat plants, cutting off the roots, but on the
clay when we visited the field scarcely a grub could be found, most of
them having been destroyed by skunks; at nearly every sta lk of wheat
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showing grub injur y the typical skunk excantion \Yas to be found but
no trace of living grubs. A. similar observat ion was made in an in feste d
wheat field October !), ·19H, near Battle Creek, :VIich. T he farmers in
th e infested dist ricts of Illinoi s, ;,fichigan, W iscons in, and Iowa are
realizina the economic importan ce of the skunk , and are in many cas·es
prohibiting hunt ers from killin g it, and in other ways giving it their
protect ion.
'J;'he common mole (Sca lopus aquaticus) is probab ly next in importance.
Mr. T heo. H. Scheffer ( 65), afte r exam inin g the stomach
contents of 200 mole s take n in all month s of the yea r, concludes that
white-grubs and eart hworm s constit ute the ~ulk of their food; and Mr.
J. A. \Nest (8 2) finds from a stud y of th e sto mach contents_ ot moles
collected und er vary ing conditi ons in variou s parts of 111111
01s, that a
good per cent. of the food of mole s cons ists of white-grubs and Maybeetle s .
.":\Ir. Geo rge -G. r\in slie, of the Burea u of Entomology, made som e
interesting obse rvati ons on th e teed ing habits of the common mole in
confinem ent . The mole, which was taken in a field at Nas hville, Tenn .,
Jun e 28, 1911, was feel ten lar ge P hyllophaga g rub s, two wireworms,
and one web-worm in success ion, all of whic h it ate with relish. The
mol e wou ld eage rly tak e a grub, quickly cru sh its he~cl between its teeth,
and leisur ely eat th e remainder o t the grub.
At Farmington, :.\1ich., Oc tober 23, L914, A . F. Sa tt erthwait saw
an abundance of mole tunnels in an old timothy sod badly inf ested with
g rub s, the unu sual amount of mole work in thi s field indi cat ing that
they, as well as skunk s, were attr ac ted there to feed on the .grubs. A
simila r obse rv at ion was mad e by Joe S. Wade, of the Bure au of E ntomology, at Shaw n ee, Ok la., th e mole tunne ls being conspicuous,
especially in th e worst-infested parts of th e field. At Ash boro , Indi ana,
we found a quantity of May-beet le remains at th e encl of a mole tunne l,
and on seve ral occasions ha ve tra ced the mole -run s in corn fields infe sted
w ith grubs and fo und them leadin g dir ectly to hill s where grub injury
had occurred . A ll our field observatidns indica te that th e mole s play a
significant role in the natural contro l of white-grubs.
Other anima ls which ha ve been seen to feed on white-grubs or
May-beetles a re the raccoon ( Procyon lo tor), the coyo te (Canis latrans),
th e fox, th e oposs um ( Didelph3•s virginiana), and the gop her. ( 21, 45,
55.) The fir st three a re comparativ ely rar e in most regions where whit egrubs are important pests, and the ult imate va lue of the gop her is que sti onabl e beca use of its injur y to fa rm crops. ~Ir . J. S. ·wad e received
a letter from a farme r of Sha wnee, Ok la., elated Jul y 3, 1913, who
repo rt s killing a small str iped gopher, or gro und -sq uirrel- supp osedly
Citellu.s tridec eml-ineatus-in
the imm ediate vicini ty of grub-infe sted
hay land and of exa mining its stoma ch, which contained abo ut a dozen
partly disintegrated grubs. Franklin 's sperrnophile ( Citellus fra nlll ini)
feeds on white-grubs, according to an exam ination of the stomach con-
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tents made by Mr. Vernon Bailey ( 3) ; and such anima ls as the weasel,
martin, wolf, and hedgehog are said to feed on white-grubs (17, 59).
The shrew is also well known for its fondness for May-beetles and
white-grubs, and A. F . Sh ull ( 67) estimates that a single short-t ailed
shrew (Blarina brevicauda) during one month might kill and use for
food 450 May-beetles; and Mr. F. E. Wood ( 83) writes: "Probably no
other mammal [ referring to the above species ] , unless it be the skunk
when on its good behavior, is so uniformly beneficial to the farmer."
The badger ( Ta:ridea ta:rus) is very fond of white-grub s, and in
some regions its beneficial activities have been noticeable. At Deford,
Mich., July 25, 1913, Mr. A. F. Satterthwait, of the Bureau of Entomo logy, saw a white-grub-infested June-grass sod of about three acres dug
up in a way that suggested the work of swine in rooting for grubs, and,
on inquiry, Mr. Earl Lockwood, the owner, stated that badgers which
lived in the adjacent woods were responsible for this work.
The common toad (Bufo americanus) is very fond of May-beet les
and has been seen at night beneath electric lights, feeding on the beetles
as they drop, and during the evening in pastures, capturing May-beetles
as they issue from the soil. At Wellington, Kan., l\!fay 23, 1911, E. G.
Ke lly saw toads eating beetles beneath ligh ts and as they emerged from
the grass in the evening, and in one case he noticed that a sing le toad
ate more than nineteen beet les in succession. Mr. A. H. Kirk land ( 43)
concludes from an examination of the stomach contents of many specimens that May-beetles constitute about 6 per cent . of the food of the
common toad, and simi lar conclusions have been reached by other
observers.
Frogs are also known to feed on May-beet les. In one frog's stomach
examined by Mr. C. 'vV. Hargitt six May-beet les were found (33); in
another, that of a medium-sized frog, as many as ten beetles were found,
according to G. H. Perkins (55); and P .R. Hoy (39) speaks of having
found 8 May-beetles in a large spotted frog .
The slimy salamander (Plethodon glutinosus) may eat May-beet les,
according to observations by Prof. H. A. Surfa ce ( 71), who found the
remains of a Phy lloph aga adu lt among the stomach contents of this
anima l.
Fie ld mice also evidently feed to some extent on May-beet les. At
Deford, Mich., June 25, 1914, A. F. Sattert hwait found quantities of
May-beetle fragments und er trash in mice runways at the base of a
partially defoliated Caro lina poplar; and G. H. Perkins ( 55) reports
mice (probably referring to field mice) as feeding on Phy lloph aga.
DoMESTTC

ANIMALS

None of the enemies of Phy llophaga that have been mentioned rank
as high in this role as do some of our domestic animals, and of these
pigs are by far the mo st import ant. Their fondness for May-beetles
and white-grubs, more especially for the latter , ha s been commonly
observe d, and th eir use for controlling white-grubs has been recommend-
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ed for years. (Pl. XIV, Fig. 58.) If pastured in infested ground, pi.gs
will literally plow up the land in their sea rch for grubs, and in a short
time will practically eradicate the pests. Dr. Forbes (26) made an
experiment to determine accurate ly the value of the pig in destroying
grubs. One hundred pigs and 8 sows were turned into an enclosed 10acre field September 23, and within 20 days 86 per cent. of the grubs
were destroyed , and in 27 days less than 1 per cent. of the original
infestation remained-a
ben efit of over 99 per cent. If we estimate
34.6 grubs per hill-th e count made at the beginning of the experimentand 3556 hill s to the acre (hills 31/J feet apart each way) it will be seen
that the pigs destroyed something like 1,218,067 grubs in 27 days, that
is, 11,278 grubs per animal. It was further noted that the pi.gs apparently suffered no ill effects from the continuous grub-ration.
An interesting and illustrative account of the probable important
role played by swine in the contro l of white-grubs in Texas twenty or
more years ago was given us by Mr. N. Mowinkle, a resident of Texas
for over sixty years, and of Travis count y, where the grubs have recently caused immen se losses, for most of this time. U ntil comparat ively
recent years it was the custom of the Indians to burn over the mesquite
meadow s every fall , and hog s were always given free range. Previous
to the year 1877 no fencing of any kind was used, but about that time
barbed wire came into use. Burning over the land was discontinued
fifteen or twenty years ago and laws requiring that hog s should be fenced
were enacted. About ten, or possibly twelve, years ago the white-grubs
began to destroy the pasture s; in other word s. they first appeared in
injurious numbers five to seven years after the burning over of the land
was discontinued and fencing for hogs was required. No doubt these
two change~ in the situation were in a lar ge measure responsible for the
increase of the white-grubs in certain parts of Texas.
That the eating of white-grubs under certain conditions may be
harmful to pigs, occasioning infe station with intestina l parasites , has
been shown by Dr. C. W. Sti les ( 69), who says that the giant thornheaded worm ( Gigantorhynchus hirudinaceus = Echinorhynchus gigas),
an injurious inte stinal parasite of swine (Fig. 46), passes one stage of its
life in the bodies of white-grubs of the genus Phyllophaga,* the pigs
obtaining them by eating infested gr ub s, which themselves become infested by way of the excrement of parasitized pigs. Especial care shou ld
be taken to pasture brood sows in fields on which pigs have not been
pastured for two or more years.
Turkeys are extreme ly fond of gru bs and we have seen the sod of
pastures overturned by these bird s in their search for the pests.
Chickens are not so active as turkeys in their _search for grubs in
unplowed ground, but it is wise to encour age them to follow the plow
and cultivator whenever possible, and they will eagerly pick up every
grub or May-beetle exposed. In one case which has come to our at• Other authors
have
a n d two common European

s hown a s imil ar
grubs (Jlf elolontha

r elation
viilgaris

to exis t b etween this
an d Cetonia rmrata) .
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tention a heavily inf ested 15-acre field was cleaned of grubs by g1v111g
poultry the run of the field during cultivation. Another instance of the
va lue of chickens in this connection was called to our attention by 1Ir.
Frank Acker, of Midd leton, Wis., whose potato crop was practica lly
destroyed by grubs in 1912 except ing the part near the farm bui ldin gs,
where the chickens had the run of the field. When sod is loose beca use
its roots are cut off by grubs, chickens will scratch it away in their sea rch
for the insects much as do turkeys. When the beetles are abun<lant, on
nearly every farm the chickens may be seen sea rching for May-beet les
beneath the trees.
Portable poultry hou ses, which can be transferred to any particular
field or part of a field as it is being plowed or cultivated, were used in
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Fia.

46 . Thorn-headed
worms (Gigantorhynchus
hirundinaceus)
attache d to piece of pig's
int es tine: t, ma le; t, f ema le. Enlarged.
(Redrawn from Ransom, Yearbook
U. S. Dept.
Agr., 1905.)

E ur ope over fifty years ago. Such hou ses, according to M. Maurice
Girard ( 30), should have a capacity for 100 to 200 chickens , and should
contain perches, numerou s egg- layin g comp artment s, and a receptacle
to catch th e manure. The chickens fo rage about the hou se during the
clay, returning at night , and a continu ous rat ion of grubs has no perceptible effect on the taste ot th e eg.gs as does a continuous ration of certain
lepidopterous larvae.
Rarely dog s have been trained to fo llow th e plow and pick up beetles
and grubs (17). At Wa shington, Ind., Ap ril ] 6, 1915, Mr. D. G. Tower,
'
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of the Bureau of Entomology , observed a black and tan terrier following
a plow and eating tl1e grubs as they were exposed. The dog seeme d to
find the grubs by scent as well as by sight, for frequently it would dig
for those which were completely covered. Most of those eaten, according to Mr. Towe.r's observation, were Cotin us (Allorhina), but undoubtedly the dog wou ld have eaten Phy llophaga .grubs with relish had
they been as abundant.
It is well known that many cats are fond of May-beetles. Prof. H.
A, Surface ('70) reports that a cat in his possession would catch Maybeetles as they came out of the ground in the evening, and that it once
ate so many that it wa s made sick and vomited nearly a pint of Maybeetle remains.
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Fig . 1; 2. Mature Tiphia larvae eating the last r emains of a white-grub . Natur a l size.
Fig. 3.
Same larv a, a few hours lat er , beginning foundation
of cocoon.
Natural size.
Fig. 4.
Comp leted cocoo n in a tin-box cage.
F ig. 5, 6. 'l'i1Jhia 1nmctata larv ae in their characteristic
position on grub;
front and rear views. Natural size.
Fig. 7.
Tiphia cocoon from which a pa r asite (Anthrax
varvi cornis)
ha s
iss u ed, characterized by the squa r ely cut-off tip of coccoon.
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Pl.An : IV
Fig. 8, 9. Tiphia cocoons, enlarg ed and n a tural s iz e .
Fig. 10, 11. Elis cocoons , enlarged and n a tur a l s iz e.
Fig . 12 .
Ghr ys anthra x fulvohi r ta Wi ed ., a pa rasit e of Eli s .

Enl a rged .
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Fig . 13.

V

E li s 5-cincta egg on und er s id e of paralyzed
whit e-g rub, July 25 ,
1914 . Nat ur a l si ze.
Fig. 14- lG . Sarne gr ub as s hown in Fig. 13, the Elis la rva in Fig. 14 not over
two da ys old , that in 15 n ot over four day s, and that in 16 about
fiv e days.
Natural
s iz e.
Fi g. 17.
Obliqu e view of Elis lar v a feeding on white-grub.

PLATE V
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VI

Fig. 18. Phyllophaga
grub parasitized
by Microvhthalma
disj1mcta;
the anal end
of larva with the two posterior spiracles s howing through body wall.
Nat ural s ize.
Fig. 19. Same grub, a clay later , with Microphthalrna
puparium. Nothing remains
of the grub but its dried and shriveled sk in . Natural s ize .
Fig. 20. Grub parasitized
by Mi cro phthalma clis_iiincta. beginning lo liqu efy. Natural size.
Fig. 21. A grub (A !Jhoniis pyrifonnis)
parasitized
by several Ptilocle xia harpasa
maggots . No lique faction of grub as in F ig. 20. Natural size.
Fig. 22. Mi crop hthalma disjmicta.
male , side view. Enlarged.
Fig. 23. The same, dorsal view . Enlarged.
Fig. 24. Jvlicrophthalnia
clisjmicta
puparium
in dried grub-sk in as co llected in
the field. N'atural size.
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VI

P 1~\T1>:

Fig. 25.
Fig. 26.
Fig. 27.
Fig . 28.
Fig. 29.
Fig. 30 .

V II

Plilollexia
hai·pasa Walk., a parasite
of white-grubs.
Ji;nlarg e d.
Proma chus v ertebratus
Say . Abo ut natural size.
Proma chus fitchii
0. S., fema le. About natural size.
Harvaltis
vennsylvanicus
Dej. Slightly enl arged.
P el eci nus volyturator
Dru., fema le. Natural s ize.
Opllion bifo veo la t1im, Brull e, fema le . About tw ice natural
s ize.
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VII
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Fig. 31. D eromy-ia winthemi
Wied., male. About twice natural
Fig. 32. 'l'abanns atrntiis Fabr., male and empty pupal exuvia.
same magnification.

s ize.
Both en larg ecl to
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Fig. 33.
Fig. 34.
Fig . 35.
Fig. 36.

IX

'J'abanus atrcitus Fabr., male. Natural size.
'l'abanus su l cifrons Macq., fema le. Natural s ize.
'l'abamis sulcifrons
Macq., femals . En la rged .

The same,
Fig. 35.

F ig. 37. 'J'abamis

empty

pupa l ex uvi a.

Enlarged

to same

ntratiis
Fabr ., egg mass and individual
Phan urns tabanivoriis.
( After Hart.)
F ig . 38. D ero1n11ia n1nbri11a Loew, eggs. About twice natural

magnification

as

egg parasitizecl

by

size.
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X

Fig. 39. Phanurus
tabanivorus,
female, a n egg parasite
of Tabanus atrat1 i s.
(Af t er Hart.)
Fig. 40. Pbyllopbaga
adult bear in g two eggs of Gryvtomeigenia
th eutis on side
of abdomen.
Slightl y enl a rg ed.
Fig. 41. Pyrgota unclata Wi ed . (l e ft) and P . va l iclci Harr. (r igh t) puparia.
Mu ch
enlar ged.

Pr.AT! , XI

Pyrgota
valicla Harr. , female.
Enlarged.
Fig . 42.
within body.
Natura l size.
Fig. 43, 44. Grubs showing Mermis parasites
Mermis, or hairworm s, obtained from white-grubs.
Natural s ize
Fig . 45.
Fig. 46, 47. Pl ec t cinci stellata Hentz, mal e and femal e. (After McCook.)
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PLAT J•: XII
Fig. 48. Emaciat ed g rub s affected by a proto zoa n di sease. Natural
:i,~ig. 49. White-grubs kill ed by n ematodes ( ~ Diplogast er acrivora).
natural s ize.

s ize.
About
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Pr.Nm XIII
a dult s attacked by a fungous disease (due to lsaria
farinosci).
Naturai
s ize .
aniso1Jl-iae infection,
the white myFig. 51, 52. Early stages of Metarrhizimn
celial threads appearing
at joints of body.
A later stage of Metarrhiziurn,
the green spo re s beginning to apFig. 53.
pear. Natural size.
Matured green Metarrhiziurn
spores covering body of beetle.
Fig. 54.
Th e same covering body of a Cata lpa lanig era grub. Note characFig. 55.
teristic beads of liquid accum ul ating just back of the head. Natural
s ize.
Fig. 56, 57. White-grub s and P r omachu s larva covered with white mycelial
threads of Metarrh iziurn . Natural
size.
Fig. 50.

Phyllophaga
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Fig. 58 . Wh ite-grub-infeste :l com-fie ld uprooted by ho gs in th e ir sea r ch for the
la rv ae.
Fig . 59. Mumm i fied w hi te-grubs which have bee n attac k ed by a fungus ([saria
clensa). Nat ur a l s ize.
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PLA'l'l s XV

Fig. 60. The common sk unk , Mep h itis meph'i.tis.
Fig. 61. Parasite of cara bid larv a, th e parasite pupa
char acter ist ic pos ition . Twice nat ural size.

attac hed to it s ho st in
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